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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

"I believe that the school must represent present

life--life as real and vital to the child as that which he

ies on in the home, in the neighborhood, or on the

playground." (Dewey, 18 7, p. 79) These words from John

Lewey's pedagogic creed exemplify one important facet of

a conflict which has stirred American education for most of

the present century his statement was in sharp contrast

to the existing philosophy and practices of American educa-

tion at the time it was made. The educator was striving in

part for recognition of the child as an active participant

in the learning process. The idea was not a new one since

it had been expressed periodically throughout the recorded

world history of education. Dewey's philosophy was destined

to have profound and far-reaching effects on twentieth-

century American education. It is apparent that there will

never be a return to the curr culum as it existed a half-

century ago when subject matter was taught with little or

no regard for or understanding of human development, but

with strong e _phasis on developing "mental discipline."

1
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One older theox'y holds that tran fer of learning re ul s

automatically from the study of certain subjects, such as

m thematics, Latin, and philosophy, that it occurs by train-

ing the mind, and that certain subjects discipline the mind

better than others. Locke, for example, advocated mathe-

matics as a ffscipline of the mind, because it would build

the habit of reasoning closely. More recent philosophical

and psychological theories, however, are bringing about a

shift in emphasis in curriculum development, and it is the

purpose of the following paragraphs to point up the direc-

tion and the nature of that change in order to provide a

frame of reference for this study.

Recently, when engaged in curriculum construction,

educators have been encouraged to give attention to the

academi- disciplines as fields of inquiry. Considerable

research has been carried out toward the purpose of describ-

ing and defining the nature of the disciplines and pointing

up their inherent value as sources of curriculum content.

(Phenix, 1964) Increasing efforts have been made to involve

the scholar in curriculum organization primarily for the

ourpose _f identifying those fundamental or key concepts

and methods of inquiry which c nstitute the framework of

his discipline. It is becoming increasingly apparent that

central aspects of the disciplines can be taught to children

in a manner that is consistent with the ways in which chil-

dren learn, and further insight is being gained into the



wvs in which children develop and lea n. The wmic of

Piaget, Vygotsky (1965), and others seems to provide a basis

for an understanding of the stages of cognitive development

which i- indispensable to meaningful curriculum organization.

Recent projects in the physical sciences (Karpius,

1964) provide evidence, or at least situations in which we

might test the hypothesis, that learning takes place on a

meaningful basis when children are encouraged to function,

on their level of cognitive functioning, in ways consistent

with those of scientists. In other words, the children are

encouraged to develop what Karplus calls "sciatific

literacy. This opportunity exists in the social studies

as well as in the physical and biological sciences. The

kinds of experiences which are usually reserved for the

university student can, it is assumed, b_ put to significant

use in the elementary grades.

The present study will attempt to test these new

assumptions by studying children who have been exposed to

a social studies program based on the discipline of

anthropology.

Na u e th Disci elines

Prerequisite to a discussion of the discipline of

anthropology is a consideration of how to describe the

nature of any discipline. Phenix (1962) provides a defini-

tion as follow
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A discipline is knowledge the special property
of which is its appropriateness for teaching and
its availability for learning. A discipline is
knowledge organized for learning. Basic to my theme
is this affirmal-ion: the distinguishing mark of any
discipline is tt the knowledge which comprises it
is instructive--that it is particularly suited for
teaching and learning. (p. 58)

He suggests three characteristics of knowledge which make

it disciplined and instructive.

1. Analytic simplification, or the degree to which a

discipline lends itself to the meaningful analysis or sort-

ing out of central doneepts. He points up that, "The test

of a good discipline is whether or not it simplifies under-

standing. When a field of study only adds new burdens and

multiplies complexities, it is not properly called a dis-

cipline. (p. 61)

2. Synthetic coordination, or the extent to which it

reveals significant patterns and relationships, and the

c ordination of elements into significant coherent stru

tures. In other words, the component elements of a disci-

pline lend themselves to the construction of a meaningful

relationship or frame ork.

The notion of parts within an ordered whole
involves both the differentiation which is pre-
supposed by the idea of the parts and the unity
which is implied by the idea of a whole. A dis-
cipline is a synthetic structure of concepts made
possible by the discrimination of similarities
through analysis. (p. 62)

3. Dynamism.

A discipline is a living body of knowledge,
containing within itself a principle of growth.
ItS concepts do not merely simplify and cOordinate;
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they also invite further analysis and synthesis.
A discipline contains a lure to disco ery. (p. 62)

Foshay (1962, p. 68) defines a discipline as a "way

of knowing" and attributes three main elements to any

discipline.

l. It has a domain--the phenomena, or the aspects of

life, for which it takes responsibility.

2. It has methods or rules according to which the

scholar in the discipline seeks -nd handles the data in

the domain.

3. Any dis ipline has a history or a tradition, which

enters into the decision on both the domain and the rules

according to which it proceeds as a field of learning.

He discusses the use of the disciplines as bases

fo school curriculum.

The idea that we wish students in the lower
schools--and thus the whole mass of our popula-
tion to know how a historian thinks about history,
how a scientist thinks about science . . and so
on--the idea is . . a truly radical curriculum
proposal. It promises that the means for creativ-
ity are given to the students from the very begin-
ning. It offers a way around the subject-
centeredness against which we rebelled. It offers
too, a way to end the dichotomy between a problem-
centered approach and a subject-centered. (p. 70)

One approach to the question of incorporating the

disciplines into the curriculum is presented by Phenix.

Some of his ideas which relate most directly to this study

follow.

Phenix holds that human life itself is search for

meaning and that general education is the process of
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engendering essential meanings. (1962, p. 5) He identifies

those forces he sees as threats to meaning, as follows.

1. Destructive skepticism. Spirit of criticism and

skepticism is part of the scientific heritage, but it has

tended to bring the validicy of all mea ings into question.

2. F agmentation. The depersonaliz tion of life

caused by the extr me specialization of a complex, inter-

dependent society.

3. Overabundance. Thc sheer mass of cultural products,

especially kno ledge, which modern man is required to

assimilate.

4. Transience. The rapid rate of change in the condi-

tions of life, resulting in a pervasive feeling of

impermanence and insecurity.

Phenix goes on to state that the curriculum must be

planned to ove_ ome these destructive forces.

He asserts that for a human to achieve his full

potential he should be exposed in depth to the full range

of kno -ledge which Phenix has divided into six "realms of

meaning." (1964, p. 28) Each realm has characteristic

structure or framework and unique methods of inquiry.

(Ibid.)

10
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Realms of Meaning

Realms of Meaning Disciplines Encompassed

Symbolics Ordinary language, mathematics,
nondiscursive symbolic forms

Empirics Physical sciences, life sciences,
psychology, social sciences

Esthetics Music, visual arts, arts of
movement, literature

Synnoetics Philosophy, psychology, litera-
ture, religion, in their exis-
tential aspects

Ethics The varied special areas of
moral and ethical concern

Synoptics History, religion, philosophy

Phenix suggests the f llowing guides for the

selection of curriculum content.

1. Content of instruction should be drawn entirely
from the fields of disciplined inquiry, i.e.,
the six realms.

2 The content must be representative of the field
as a whole. (Representative ideas simplify the
learner's task.)

Content must reflect the methods of inquiry of
the discipline.

4. Content should appeal to the imagination.

5. Meaningful education is carried out by teach-
ing the structure of a discipline as opposed
to teaching a collection of unrelated facts as
sometimes occurs in more standard approaches.
A child should have a valid set of criteria
upon which to base his judgments. (1962, p. 28)

BrUner.(1962) emphasizes the need for scholars to

bec__e involved in the school curriculum--primarily for the



purpose of defining the structure of the disciplines. He

states th t tea hing the structure of the disciyAines will

promote transfer, make subjects more comprehensible, make

details more easily recalled, and narrow the gap between

advanced and elementary knowledge. (pp. 23-26) Foshay

(1962) points up an important difference bet een the dis-

ciplines as discussed here and the more standard approach

to subject matter. "The difficulty with the old subject

matter approach was that the subjects were not conceived

as having intellectual merit, but only as preparation for

some later period in life when i:tellectuality was to be

purs-ed in its own terms." (p. 71)

The old subject matter approaches emphasized teach-

ing the disciplines for development of the mind. Tabs

(1962) comments:

The central idea of this theory is that the mind
inherently contains all the attributes, or faculties,
and that the task of education is to bring them forth
by the exercise of acquiring knowledge. The harder
this knowledge is to acquire, the better its acquisi-
tion trains the mind. For this reason speciai merit
is found in such "hard" subjects as mathematics and
Latin. (p. 79)

Current trends in curriculum development, while

emphasizing the disciplines, are in opposition to the ideas
stated above. In several recent projects, schola s and

educators have striven to describe and define the structure,

or key elements, of the disciplines for curriculum content

because they (the structures) seem to provide a sound basis

12



for real understanding in the di -iplines, as c)pposed to

le rning a collection of unrelated specific fa ts within a

subj_ t matter field.

Current theories regard the intellect as develop-

mental in nature, as opposed to being fixed or predeter-

mined. It is further held that the child can function in

the manner of an expert in the disciplines Bruner (1962)

states:

Any subject can be taught to any child at any
acr in an intellectually honest form--assuming of
course, that the subject or discipline to be taught
to a child must be adapted to his level of cognitive
development. (p. 22)

Important differences a e apparent in the ways in

which the child and the scholar view the world. The s holar

is almost certainly operating on a cognitive developmental

level which involves the complex manipulation of abstrac-

tions. The child may still, :towcrer, need concrete aith, to

carry out cognitive operations. The wealth of intellectual

background and experience possessed by the scholar also draws

a sharp line of distinction between him and the child. To

illustrate, a child confronted with a quartz crystal may have

a framework of concepts and principles regarding size, shape,

color, texture, and transparency, into which he can incorpor-

ate quartz. The scholar, on the other hand, may possess

hundreds of concepts and principles into which quartz can be

incorporated.

In view of these recently emphasized theories which

bear so directly on education, it is evident that a close

13
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look should be given to the present condition of -urriculum

in the scho-ls. Bruner (1;62) s--s curric lum improvement

a a vital necessity in most areas of the curriculum.

states his position as follows:

It should be utterly clear that the humanities,
the social studies, and the sciences are all equally
in need of imaginative effort if they are to make
their proper contribution to the education of coming
generations. (p. 10)

Probiem

A major purpose of this project was to apply some

of the ideas of Phenix, Bruner, and others (as discussed

earlier) in an elementary school setting in the discipline

of anthropology.

A unique opportunity to do this existed at the Inland

Valley Elementary School in Orinda, Cal fornia. A previously

unrecorded, unexplored, Indian archaeological site was avail-

able for excavation. This excavation was carried out by

sixth grade children in order to determine whether or not

this experience (discovery learning with primary source

materials in archaeology--in the field) is mor-, edu ation-

ally desirable than using these same materials already

collected by others and brought into the classroom.

Ausubel and others are of the opinion that meaning-

ful learning can and does take place in the standard class-

room setting by means of instruction that is principally

verbal in nature, while Bruner and others support the notion

14
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that "discovery" learning is vital and necessary for mean-

ingful learning. The issue of p esenttional versus dis-

covery learning brings the problem into focus. The

difference to be tested was between carrying out the actual

"dig" and having the same information taught in a classroom

situation. Children in the experimental group of this

study performed as archaeologists in the field and their

results were compared with those of a similar group of

children who had not done field work. (See Chapter III,

Procedure .)

The major theoretical focus of this project wa

upon elements of the structure of anthropology and the

methods of inquiry germane o that discipline, and aspects

of the p-ychology of learning. An attempt was made to pro-

vide a synthesis of psychological and educational theory

insofar as both relate to this project. In other words, an

attempt was made to justify the undertaking of this project

not only in terms of providing instruction in the discipline

of anthropology to elementary school children, but also in

terms of an educati n-lly and psychologirally sound ration-

ale. The central issue, of course, rested with the "dig"

itself. We are inclined to assume the superiority of this

kind of direct, "inductive" type of learning experience as

opposed to a more standard type of classroom teaching. But

is this really the case? That is the question to which the

Inland Valley Project (IX7P) addressed itself.

15



CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

A thropology

Major sections of this chapter include a view of

anthropology and geography insofar as those disciplines

relate to the Inland Valley Elementary Archaeology Proje t.

Some psychological a peets of learning and development are

considered because he ways in which children learn are

central to this study. Related projects are reviewed which

give a background with which the Inland Valley Elementary

Archaeology Project can be contrasted.

Guthe (1965) has provided an overview of the struc-

ture of anthropology and methods of inquiry used by anthro-

pologists. Anthropology is d fined as an understanding of

the relationships between ma;_ as a biological entity and his

adaptations to his environment, including other men. Thus

the two major branches of anthropology include physical

anthropology and cultural anthropology.

Physical anthropology treats man as a biological

being with focus upon such characteristics as eye color,

hair, blood, and skeletal formation. Another area of

interest in physical anthropology is the recapitulati n

12
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of human volution. Buthe (1965) states2

During the past 100 years, evidence gathered
indicates that our present species (Homo Sapiens)
existed over 30,000 years ago. This evidence con-
sists of skeletal remains found situated in depos-
its of known geological age or in association with
cultural remains for which radio carbon dates have
been obtained. The value of this kind of data lies
in the definition of human characteristics and the
structural changes that have taken place. (p. 173)

Cultural anthropology views man's adaptation to his

environment in all of its aspects. Culture is a distinctly

human phenomenon. Guthe further states2

Culture it is said, is man's way of adapting
to his environment. But men at different times_
in different places experience different natural
environment. Thus something more is involved
than a simple adaptation of the human organism to
his natural environment. This extra something is
culture, that is, the ideas, knowledge, belief,
and systems of behavior which man has learned as amember of society. These have developed through
social interaction and because of their effective-
ness in dealing with the natural environment. (p. 174)

Archaeologists and ethnographers study specific cultures

and their content. The archaeologist recovers evidence

pertaining to the culture of former societies. The

ethnographer obtains data through observing a living

society.

One basic approach to an understanding of a cultural

system is to describe the interrelations of traits and of

traits to environmental characteristics. It is based on

the assumption that each trait in a culture must be in rela-

tion to other traits in the culture for the system to exist.

11
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Beals (196 states:

The routine needs of living are everywhere
indissolubly bound to organized and ever-present
routines of satisfaction otherwise human socie-
ties could not exist. . . Economic systems are
a response to the imperative that tools, imple-
ments, and other material necessities be made,
used, maintained, and replaced. (p. 723)

Cultural a thr000logy is not only concerned with

describing how man haL adjusted to his environment, but als

with questioning why he does what he does. The wide differ

ences among cultures indicates a wide diversity of traits

among peoples. The assumption that man has many choices

seems to hold true throughout all known s cieties; that

that man r p nds to the dictates of his environment is

beyond any question, but many of man's activities are also

beyond the scope of environmental mandates.

In another vein, it can be a ked whether human

societies exhibit any regularities that permit the defini-

tion of a universal system developed by mankind. Guthe

(1965) comments thus:

It appears there are such regularities. The
table of contents for most introductory texts
indicate this. The presentation of data describ-
ing how people do things follows a general order.
This order has resulted from the comparison of
cultures. . . Such comparisons are called cross-
cultural because they examine certain elements, or
clusters of elements, as they are manifested in
several cultures. (p. 182)

AS noted, the r-quirements of life are met in

diverse ways by the human organism, and categories

culture exist which are c mmon to all cultures. H, vits

18



(1965) identifies five major gr u s of cultural phenomena

which are considered univ sal:

1. Materialfood, shelter, clothing, technology,
etc.

2. Socialfamily, kinship, government, clubs,
etc.

Intellect 1--religion, science, etc.

4 Aesthetic--music, dance, poetry, painting.

5. Linguisticverbal communications. (pp. 116-18)

It should be emphasized that the categories listed

above indicate classification of cultures resulting from

cross-cultural comparisons prepared by ethnographers. The

classific tory fram- ork appears to be complete, and with

sufficient data a comprehensive picture of any culture could

be devised following this guide. But sufficient data are

not always available, and herein lie the difficulties

encountered by the archaeologist who reconstructs as

complete and definitive a picture of a culture as possible

on the basis of what remains of that culture.

In the study of former California Indian tribes,

for instance, the rubbish heaps, the broken projectile

points, the abandoned hearths, the burials, all comprise

the tools with which the archaeologist works to r- onstruct

elements of living societies. The limitations imposed upon

the archaeologist are apparent. His reconstruction will of

necessity accentuate material classificationsfood, shelter,

clothing, tools. He makes assumptions regarding social,

19
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intellectual, aesthetic, and linguistic components nf

culture, but by the very nature of his task the archaeolo-

gist is much less complete in terms of his analysis of the

total scope _of a culture than is the ethn grapher. Heizer

(1965) reports:

Archaeological techniques per se can never
yield all the data for a reconstruction of th
past, since the non-material aspects of cultL
(e.g., language, religious practices, social
organization, government, law, mythology, etc.,
etc.) leave few or no traces when the people
who produced that culture are gone. Only those
aspects of life which are expressed in material
form can the excavator hope to recover in
quantity. (p. 17)

Information on non-material aspects of life is

gained through archaeology, but on a more modest basis.

For example, artistic ability and practices may be inferred

from pottery designs; some assessments of musical ability

may be made on the basis of instruments recovered. To

avoid relegating archaeological field work too emphatically

to the reconstruction of the material culture, we shall

quote Hei er (1965) again:

Religion may be expressed in the form of
tangible objects of ceremonial paraphernalia,
like charmstones, or, directly, in the mortuary
complex. The rigid conformity to extended
burial by the Early Horizon population of centralCalifornia . . must have had a religious
connotation. (p. 19)

Gorenstein (1965) reports:

All archaeologists no matter where they aredigging have the same aim. They are trying to
reconstruct the past from what they have keen
lucky enough and skilled- enough to find of that

9f1
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once vast body of material things that have been
ravaged by time, climate and history .

archaeologists are concerned with the whole life
of a people, not only with wars and kings. They
are interested in how men worked, their rights
and duties in their communities, how they prac-
ticed their religion and even what they wore and
how they entertained themselves. (p. 6)

Gorenstein (1965) ontinues:

The archaeologist knows that as he excavates a
site, he destroys it, and a great deal of effort
has gone into devising systematic techniques to
ireserve more and more of the material in sites
and reveal more exactly the position of objects
and features fcund in the excavation. Such items
as fishhooks, arrowheads, and seed baskets can
reveal something about the economy of a people-
(p- 7)

Gorenstein (1962) distinguishes between artifacts

and features as follows: "Features are aspects of a site

where formation is due to the activity of man, but differ

from artifacts in that they incorporate part of the terrain

in their form. Floors, postholes, pithouses, and hearths

are examples of features." (p. 10)

It is the relationship of artifacts, features, and

other mat rials within a site that provides the archaeologist

with the vital information he needs to reconstruct elements

of a culture. Groupings of a_tifacts and features provide

significant clues. For example, concentrations of animal

bones (a feature) show evidence of a butchering station;

a rock pile may have been a workshop.

Burial practices are of special interest to the

archaeologist because they not only provide information

pertinent to age at death, infant mortality, and disease,
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but are a relatively rich source of goods used by people

in their everyday iives.

Thus archaeology yields information on the total way

of life of a people, b t with considerable emphasis on the

material aspects of a culture. This archaeological frame of

reference provides considerable impact on the IVP.

The Inland Valley Elementary Sch ol Archaeology

Project uses instructional units focusing on cultural

invariants which have been categorized within the structure

proposed by Herskovits--food, clothing, shelter, tools,

religion, and trade-for the study of California Indi&ns.

The instructional units begin with I hi to provide children

with as broad a background as possible. Ethnographic

records co_ piled bv waterman and Kroeber provide consider-

able background about the total way of life of Ishi and his

tribe, hut food, shelter, clothing, tools, religion, and

trade are nonetheless central to these units. These

invariants are then carried forward to the study of the

Horizon periods which consist of much more meager infor a-

tion provided primarily by archaeologists. Finally, having

been taught methods of excavation and classification used by

archaeologists, in the final unit pupils attempt to

reconstruct elements of an unknown culture, that of a Yokuts

tribe. One group went into the field to do this; another

used the excavated materials in the classroom.

The cultural invariants followed in the IVP

instructional units provide a framework which may be filled



in to a greater or lesser degree depending upon the avail-

ability of data. As noted above, the Ishi unit is comp

atively rich in information, not only in the material

c tegories of a culture, but in the social, intellectual,

aesthetic, and linguistic as well. The Horizons unit

provides much less data than the Ishi unit, and the site

to be excavated gives promise of yielding informati

mainly regarding the material culture of the YoRuts Indians.

Geoqraphy

Considering the fact that this study draws upon the

discipline of geography in some instances, an ove-view of

points germane to the IV? study s included here.

Warman (1963) provides a description of a structure

of geography in which he includes the following elements:

1. Areal Distinction, Differences, and Likenesses--
People differ from place to place, and environ-
ment differs from place to place. Comparison of
distinctive associations and interactions.

2 The Region and RegionalizingHow to identify
regions. Techniques of regionalizing. Inter-
locking relationshipsnatural or man-made.
Varieties of regions include physical, cultural,
oi economic.

Resources Culturally DefinedMan-land relation-
ships including people as resources.

4 Man the ChooserMan decides how to use the
environment to meet his requirements.

5. Spatial Intercction--Movements of people and
goods between regions. There is constant inter-
play and interdependence in the vegetative and
animal life of the earth.
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Perpetual Transformation--Chan e is continuous.
Cultural and physical world are undergoing
perpetual change.

Stimson (1965) comments on the nature of geography:

Geography deals with areal arrangement. Its
principal orientation is toward the earth's surface
and the varying distributional patterns created by
nature and man. It seeks to define the earth's
physical and cultural features, to show their dis-
tribution and to present the more fundamental of
their interrelationships. Because of its dual
nature, geography is both a natural and a social
science and, as such, helps to integrate both. .

Cultural geographers are interested in the activities
of people in relation to their spatial organization,
they seek to interpret the v.1._:ious world, regional,
and local patterns of economic, social, and political
behavior. (pp. 308-10)

In considering the nature of geography as reported

above, it is apparent that the lives of all men are

integrally bound in extensive and intertwined relationships

with geographic principles. In the Inland Valley Elementary

Archaeology Project, study was made of Indians of California

within their geographical context. The regions in which they

lived, their decisions about and relationships with their

environment and other geographical factors are vital to the

comprehensive consideration of the California Indian. The

bountiful nature of the geography of California undoubtedly

contributed significantly to the California Indian as we know

him. To cite one example, we know the California Indian as a

hunter and gatherer with an abundance of game and plant food--

in contrast to the Plains Indian who became a specialist in

the buffalo hunt due to the abundance of that animal on the
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plains coupled with a lacl of other natural food sources.

Stimson (1 65) lists a number of generalizations

from geography which seem especially pertinent to this

study. A listing of those generalizations follows:

a. The extent of man's utilization of natural
resources is related to his desires and to
his level of technology.

b. The amount and kind of food needed for health
vary with climatic conditions and man's tech-
nology.

c. Factors of production, including technology,
are subject to change. Therefore, geography
is concerned with changing patterns of land
use.

d. The sequence of human activities and culture
patterns is related to geographic locations
and accessibility and to the particular time
in which human beings live. People in differ-
ent stages of civilization react differently
to similar environments. (pp. 310-11)

To illustrate the connection b tween the above

material and the 1VP, pupils were guided to locate on a map
the areas in California inhabited by Ishi's tribe. Such

factors as availability of acorns, good hunting areas, fish-

ing areas, and climate were discussed in relation to the

seasonal migratory patterns ot the Indian tribe as well as

the technology of the tribe. Pupils compared and contrasted

the patterns of this hunting and gathering society with other
cultures. They were led to generalize that the Indians of

California did, in fa t, appear to be particularly well

adjusted to their environment, or ecological surroundings.



The role that man's environment plays in shaping

his w ys of living was particularly emphasized in the

project. As the pupil gained more insight into the geo-

graphical connotations of California Indian life he was

better able to view the totality of that e-istence in its

proper perspe tive.

Psychology

Piaget holds that development of the intellect

(cognitive processes) is hierarchical in nature. Below,
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a brief description is given of those stages.

During the sensori m t_r stage, the child may be

regarded as storing information in patterns of action, i.e.,

sensori motor schemata. These schemata increase in complex-

ity and relatedness throughout the first eighteen months or

so of life. In new situations the child (finding his origi-

nal pattern inadequate) varies it or accommodates himself to

the new situation--the child's action patterns are modified

and ass milated into the schemata.

The preoperations stage is characterized by the

child's development and use of language. He becomes more

and more adept at acquiring labels for experience and form-

ing concepts. In earlier stages the child accommodated his

actions to the size and shape of objects he en ountered; he

now accommodates thought patterns to more and more dimensions

of his experience.
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The concrete operations stage of the child is

exemplified by his ability to d- problem solving through

the use of concrete oper tions, i.e., operations such as

addition and subtraction in mathematics and constructing

logical classes. Two significant accomplishments during

this period are the ability to use symbols and his ability

t- internalize and reverse operations. He can m-_nipulate

the world mentally, but he needs concrete aids. The child

labels and classifies--he is able to maintain a large

category while manipulating subcategories.

At about nine to pi -yen years of age the child

pr-gres es to the s-Lage of formal operations. He is able

to operate upon classes, or make hypothetical propositions.

He is now at the adult level of operations: he is able to

deal with objects on a meaningful le- el without concrete

aids. Each of the above stages is neeess-ry and pre-

requisite to the stage that succeeds it.

The pupils in this study are best represented by

Piaget's formal operations stage, although they are not

necessarily operating in the formal stage in anthropology.

This particular stage of cognitive development relates

directly to the rationale for the project which will be

developed later.

Gagnê (1966) describes eight conditions of learning

which seem compatible with the cognitive developmental

theories of Piaget, Bruner, and others.
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Gagne

1. Signal learning
2. StimulusResponse
3. Chaining
4. Verbal associations
b. MUTEYtYg discriminations
6. Concepts
7. Principles
B. Problem solving. (p. 5e)
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estblishes these categories as hierarchical in nature

and each stage as a vital prerequ site of the succeding

stage. Thus a child in Piaget's concrete operations stage

is possessed of a sufficiently advanced cognitive structure

t classify objects with concrete aids, but according to

Gagne the ability to classify (form class concepts) must be

preceded by multiple discrimination which in turn must be

preceded by verbal associations, etc- Thus we find two

theories coming into focus within this project: Piaget's

theory of cognitive development, and Gagne's which provides

hierarchical conditions of learning.

Learning in the sense that the term is used in this

study refers to changcs in behavior capabilities over rela-

tively short periods of time with respect to relatively

specific forms of behavior; for example, a child learns new

names for things, new motor skills, new facts. Development

refers to capability changes comprised of general classes of

behavior observed over longer periods of time. (Gagne, 1966,

p. 1)

Piaget's theory ( ognitive adaptation) assigns only

a contributory importance to the factor of learning. (Flavell,

1963, p. 46) Gagne, on the other hand, holds that the

28
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development of the human intellect is based upon cumulative

learning. He states that new learning depends primarily upon

the combining of previously acquired and recalled learned

entities, as well as upon their potentialities for transfer

of learning. Complex principles are formed from combina-

tions of simpler prin iples which are formed by combining

concepts, which require prior learning of discriminations,

and which in turn are acquired on the basis of previously

learned chains and connections. (Gagne 1966, p. 25)

Gagne (1966) comments on the stages of learning:

It may be said that cLhe stage of intellectual
development deeends upon what the learner knows
already and how much he 1.as yet to learn in order
to achieve some particular goal. Stages of devel-
opment are not related to age, except in the sense
that learning takes time. (p. 25)

Thus Gagri takes issue with the developmental stag s of

Piaget.

Gagne also refutes such classifications of collections
of learner capabilities as the conservation principle," or

the "principle of reversibility" as classifications which
exist in the mind of the external observer, but do not neces-
sarily form a part of the learner. He states, "What is lacking

in children who cannot match liquid volumes is not logical

process such as 'conservation,'reversibility, or 'seria-

ti n,' but concrete knowledge of containers, volumes, areas,

lengths, widths, heights, and liquids. (Gagne, 1966, p. 19)
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Uhat seems to be m-re significant to this study than

differences between the theories of Piaget and Gagn is the

compatibility of relationships which seem evident. Piaget

provides cl _sifications of developmental stages into which

the learning theories propounded by Gagn can be synthesized.

Future sections of this study r fer explicitly to Gagns

conditions of learning. For example, the process of learn-

ing specific anthropological concepts is descri,ed. The

Piagetian developmental stages provide a frame of reference

specifying those predominate modes of cognitive functions

characteristic of different age levels. In other words, the

conditions for learning concepts and prin iples are viewed

in relationship to the cognitive operations of children as

described by Piaget.

In the Inland Valley Elementary School Archaeology

Project, elementary children who had reached the formal

operations stage of mental development were taught a struc-

ture of anthropology (as previously defined), but not

necessarily a formal stage of operations in anthropology.

The intent was to have children fun tion in the manner of

archaeologists, on their level of operati ns with emphasis

on "di- overy" learning procedures. Selected areas of

Herskovits' five major groups of cultural phenomena found

in all cultures (material, social, intellectual, esthetic,

and linguistic) formed the basic structure of instruction.

As noted above ail units used food, shelter, clothing, tools,

30
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trade, and religion as focal points. T -ching took into

account Gagn'e's (1966) levels of hierarchy in establishing

the proper sequence for instruction. In Gagn'e's w ds:

It is possible to "work backward" from any given
objective of learning to determine what the pre-
requisite learnings must be; if necessary, all the
way back to simple verbal associations and chains.
When such an analysis is made, the result is a kind
of map of what must be learned. Within this map,
many alternate routes are available, some of which
are quite as good as others in achieving the desired
objective. But what is not possible in such a plan
is to "skip over" some essential intervening
capabilities. (p. 173)

For example, in order to deal with the kinds, uses,

and implications of tools in California Indian culture it is

necessary to appraise pupils' existing concepts of tool.

The concept of tool is then generalized to include the

necessary background of understanding required in order to

proceed with the next highest levels (principles)

To illustrate further, shell beads in an inland site

indicate evidene of bartering among tribes. Upon finding a

shell bead the child proceeds on the ba is of prior learning

to discriminate shell beads from non-shell beads. Combining

these concepts of shell beads with other concepts--locations

of site, source of shells, and others--he forms principles

related to bartering. If, however, the child is unable to

discriminate shell beads from non-shell beads, it is neces-

sary to "work backward" to determine what learnings must be

established.
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The combination of the develcpmental stages of Piaget

together with the learning conditions of Gagn seem to provide

a necessary background in both specific cases of learning and

longer range stages of cognitive development. These theories

provided a psvcholo-i -al basis f = the 'Inland Valley Project.

Discovery Learniric As An Educ ti_onal A pr ach

It has been said that "discover
' type learning

activities are necessary for edu ation vh n a child is in

the concrete operations stage of cognitive development

during which he must use concrete aids. (Ausubel, 1963)

Others hold that "di,scovery" type activities are necessary

for meaningful learning during the formal stage as well.

(Bruner, 1966) in the following paragraphs some current

views of "discovery" learning are examined and some contrasts

are made with presentational learning.

Among the several writers who concern themselves

with "discovery" learning, Bruner (1966) appears to be one

of the strongest proponents of its use. He states, "If man's

intellectual excellence is the most his own among his perfec-

tions, it also is the case that the most personal of all that

he knows is th t which he has discovered himself." He goes

on to say that "discovery, whether carried on by a schoolboy

going it on his own or by a scienti t cultivating the growing

edge of his field, is in its essence a matter of rearranging

or transforming evidence so reassembled to new insights." (p.

:12
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In the IVP, scovry learning was not i tended to imp y

that that which was discovered had never been discov -d

before, but the meaning int nded was that the discovery was

new to the learner himself. It is true, however, that the

excavations contributed new info mation and data to the

field of California archaeology. An operational definition

of "dis o ery" learning is presented in a later section.

For purposes of this investigation, it seems aopro-

priate to emphasize the difference between scientists

utilizing an extensive background in anthropology to expand

and enhance the discipline of anthropology and the functions

of sixth grade children working in the manner of

archaeologists .

A related view of "discoVery" learning is presented

by Schwab (1962), who distinguishes between stable inquiry

(where known principles are accepted and followed) and fluid

inquiry (where basic principles themselves are br-ught into

question in the course of research) . Schwab describes the

hind of learning situation

classroom situation:

IDeli_vrs should exist in the

This art consists in knowing what questions to
ask of a report of inquiry, when to ask them, and
where to find the answers. This kind of skill is
learned by doing, by exercise, and is taught by
guiding the doing.

Hence, the enquiring classroom is one in which
the questions asked are not designed primarily to
discover whether the student knows the answer but to
exemplify to the student the sorts of questions he
must ask of the materials he studies and how to find
the answers. (p. 67)
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Phenix distinguishes between discovery and

guided rediscovery, and makes the following comments on

methods of inquiry:

Pre

It should not be co clt_ded that the ways of
inquiry used by experts in a discipline provide a
pattern to be imitated by the teacher and student
in general education at all levels. . . Normally
the experienced worker uses advanced methods, while
elementary methods are appropriate for beginning
sturIlents. . Nevertheless, the methods of inquiry
in a discipline are sill substantially relevant to
the methods of teaching that discipline. For example,
the essence of learning mathematics is in learning to
think like a mathematician. To really learn art is
to think the way an artist thinks. . Learning
history similarly depends on thinking like a historian

. One clue to good teaching, then lies in a
program of guided rediscovery, in which the student
discovers for himself what others before him havefound out. His discovery, however differs from the
original in that it is carried out under conditions
graded to his level of advancement in the subject
and with guidance based upon prior knowledge. (p. 336)

entational v Disc-ver earning

There a pear to be none who totally deny the useful-

ness of "discov ry" learning, but there are two distinct

schools of thought regarding the relative importance and

instructional use of discovery methods. Ausubel (1963)

makes the following statement: "The issue becomes, then,

not instTu tion vs discovery, since both are essential, but

a consideration of the relative importance to be accorded

each in the educative process. (p. 143) Ausubel, however,

generally holds a position regarding "discovery" learning

that is in oppo ition to that of Bruner. Some of their

respective ideas are noted in the following paragraphs.
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Ausubel (1963) acknwiedgc?s the usealiness of

"dis " learni g, especially when learners are in the

concrete operations stage of cogniti e development, and in

the teaching of problem solving techniques and the apprecia-

tion of the scientific method. He states: "The crucial

points at issue however, are not whether learning by "dis-

covery" enhances learning, retention, and transferability,

b-t whether it does so sufficiently for learners who are

capable of learning princioles meaningfully without it, to

warrant the vastly increased expenditure of time it

requires." (p. 144)

Bruner (1966) holds that: "Emphasis on discovery in

learning has precisely the effect on the lear er of leading

him to be a constructionist, to organize what he is encounter-

ing in a manner designed to discover regularity and related-

ness. [D]iscovery indeed, helps the child to learn

the varieties of problem solving, of transforming informa-

tion for better use, helps him to learn, helps him to learn

how to go about the very ta k of learning." (p. 87)

It was the aim of the Inland Valley Elementary School

Archaeology Project t- provide a situation in archaeology

which would yield e_idence as to the relati e m_rits of

primary source "discovery" Learning over learning of a

verbal type more typical of standard classroom procedures.
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oiatcd Projects

Four projec_ have been selected for brief d scrip-

tion because of their comparability to the IVP.

Antropoloqy Pr ACP)

At the outset of the Anthropology Curriculum Project

at the Uni errd_tv of Georgia, project members condu ted an

extensive examination of school textbooks and classroom

units in anthropology and f und that anthropology on a

ningful sequental b sis was sadly lacking in the schools.

"In other _t is not just enough to teach about

Indians and to iean -bout wigwams and tepees. Teachers

are wanting to have these bits of knowledge to add up to

something and convey rortain concepts about mankind. Chil-

dren are able to grasp more of this s_rt of thing than we

give them credit :for." (Bailey, 1964, p.

"The Georgia Anthropology Curriculum Center has

taken the point of view that anthropology can be presented

as a distinct field with its parti ular factual and concep-

tual contributions to knowledge. Anthropology has the

advantage in that it offes content and methodology which

bridge the natural and social sciences and provides unify=

i_g _oncepts for the -tudy of hist_ry, geography, and the

behavioral sciences. Furthermore the contributions of

physical and cultural anthropology to social understandi-g

appear to be best pr,2sented in their original scientific
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frame of reference rather than as part of the value system

of prese t elementary social studies. In this respect the

project differs from the majority of the irty-four social

- dies projects now active. M st of them are conce/-ned with

general social studies curriculum." (Bailey, 1964)

The above comment by Bailey points up what is prob-

ably the primary similarity between the Inland Valley Project

and the Anthropology Curriculum Project--the presentation of

anthropology as a distinct field (discipline) within its own

frame of reference. To datn, three units are available for

general u 'e on the elementary level from the ACP: a) The

Arunta; b) The Kazak; and The American.

The ACP seems unique in its emphasis on a develop-

mental program of anthropology for the elementary grades.

Bailey (1964) comments: "The goal of this project is a

sequence of units in anthropology that will present the

basic concepts of anthropology in the elementary grades one

through seven." (p. 10) Here there is a difference between

ACP and the IVP. The IVP did not attempt a developmental

sequence of lessons on separate grade levels but rather,

one c-mprehensive unit in anthropology which is taught

grade six.

Although instruction does not appear to stress

"discovery" learning in the ACP, the content of the curricu-

lum is comparable to that of the IVP. Pupils in the ACP are

provided with texts which develop concepts of culture.

3'7
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Cultural invariants among the Aruntaj Kazak, and Americans

are contrastecL The IVP seems to parallel the ACP in the

sense that certain aspects culture, such as shelter,

religion, and others, are compared in varying societies.

The textbook presentation of ACP is of a conventional type

of class oom instructional procedure. This kind of approach

compares with instruction given to the control group in the

inland Valley Elementary School Archaeol gy Project, although

the IVP children were with ut texts on a one-to-one ba- s,

and they were shown artifacts as part of their normal

instruction. The IVP experimental group received instruc-

tion with strong emphasis on primary "dis overy" learning

activities (exploration in the field).

Thus the IVP taught a structure of anthropology

similar in some respects to that of ACP in what is hypothe-

sized to be a more effective method, that is, primary

discovery. The major difference between the two projects

seems to rest not in terms of ultimate goals, but rather in

the teaching strategies employed to reach those goals. This

similarity of objectives seems true even though the ACP pro-

vid s for a long-term developmental instruction sequence

covering g_ des one through seven and the IVP provided only

one instructional unit in grade six; in other words the

discipline of anthropology was central to both projects.
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Anthropoloqy Curriculum Study Pr (ACSP

Th ee units are presently under development and in

use on a pilot basis for secondary schools. One unit will

be described h. re in some detail as it relates directly to

the IVP study even though prepared for 'ligh school children.

THE STUDY OF EARLY MAN (Unit). In establishing a

rationale for primary "dis overy" the ACSP Newsletter reports

the following: "Few would challenge the proposition that even

beginning student might profit from confrontation with the

fossil evidence of himan evolution." (ACSP, 1965, p. 2)

Further, the report states: "If you want to test the

hypothesis that young students can work productively with

pri ary data, then you must find ways of bringing data to

the classroom. (Ibid.) Charles Merbs, Univer ity of Chicago,

has accomplished this task of bringing primary source mate-

rials into the classroom. Re has produced "evidence cards

which contain reliable reproducti ns of fossil material. The

cards are in sets of ninete-n and represe t accurate speci-

mens of early man; they contain information about the

specimens and maps which pinpoint the location of the fossils.

Acco _penying the cards is a small series of unbreakable casts

representing the pel ic bones of chimpanzee, modern man, and

Australopitheicus. Transparen ies are also used.

Specific problems are presented to the students.

Students are asked to determine whether there have been,

through time, any significant changes in the size of the
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grinding area of the dentition. To do this they must arran e

the material in chronological order and determine dire tly

from drawings the total grinding surface area of each pre-

molar and molar set- (ACSP, 1965, p. 4) This activity

typifies the "discovery" investigation carried out in their
study- (An operational definition of "disc v ry" learning

in the IVP follows in a later section of this study.) One

portion of th- Early Man Study, however, that particularly

parallels the work of the 1VP is found in the first few days'

presentations of the Early Man Unit when pupils are intro-

duced to archaeology as a discipline and to the methods of

inquiry used by archaeologists. A Bushman site is used for

study. Pupils are introduced to such concepts as archaeology,

ecology, culture, artifact, etc. They ar_ presented with a

site map and are t ld that they will examine the site just

as the archaeologist might have found it--the artifacts, the

refuse, a-d the environment--and from this evidence attempt
to reconstruct the way of life of the people who occupied the
site. (ACSP, 1966, p. 4)

The role of the archaeologist as presented to the
pupils may be described by the following model.

ENVIRONMENT -- HUMAN _EHAVIOR

40
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The archaeologist has iio access to II, so he must

study I and III in order to reconstruct whatever he can of

II. The fact, however, that man is a toolmaking, cultural

animal makes it possible to learn about him despite the lack

of opportunity to observe actual behavior. For it is pre-

cisely because man processes so much of his environment into

tools and other artifacts which form the residue of his

culture that archaeology can reconstruct the behaviors that

produced such residues. (ACSP, 1966, p. 4) Typical problems

solved by pupils center around the material aspects of the

Bushman culture. Illustration of methods used may be pro-

vided by a description of the treatment of animal remains.

Our first task is to sort these remains into
general categories such as mammal, bird, reptile,
and other. Then, if possible, we should make finer
distinctions by identifying these remains as to
species--wart hog, giraffe, tortoise, other.

Our second task is to divide the remains into
"use" categories such as food, tools, containers,
and so on. (ACSP, 1966, p. 2)

Thus, by working in the manner of archaeologists

pupils are made aware of the problems confronting these

scientists. The ACSP units provide pupils with learning

opportunities using primary source materials. Basically

the aims of the Inland Valley Elementary School Archaeology

Project are parallel to those of ACSP secondary school units

with two major ex eptions:

1. The ACSP materials seem highly structured in c ntent

and expected outcomes. In other words, predetermined, orrect
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results have been decided upon. The IVP lessons are struc-

tured but to a lesser degree because of the unknown aspects

of the actual discoveries to be made. In other words, the

teacher as well as the pupils is unaware of the results to

be obtained by field excavations.

2. The ACSP units brA.ng primary source materials to

the classroom, like the IVP control group, whereas the IVP

takes children in the experim-ntal group directly to the

field for exploration.

Potyions of tiLe Early Man Study Unit seem particu-

larly akin to the IVP in that parts of both units require

considerable involvement of pupils with the methods of

inquiry u ed by archaeologists. As methods of inquiry of

the disciplines form an integral part of the nature of the
disciplines,

problems and

by pupils in

this aspect seems especially imp rtant. The

puzzles presented by archaeology are encountered

both cases, and pupils in both units are pre-
pared to investigate situations that are really unknown in
their entirety.

As to the matter of expected outcomes--as noted above--
the ACSP materials seemed to have their sights fixed with
steady purpose upon particular outcomes and objectives.
Hanvey of the ACSP comments: "In preparation for the

analysis of such data, students will ponder some case

histories of culture change from more recent times, of more
limited scope, with circumstances more fully described. The
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hope is that they will then be able to approach the archaeo-

logical and textual evidence of the cultural transformation

of early Mesopotamia with a technical language, with some

categories of analysis, with s me awareness of hypotheses

that might bring a higher level of meaning to that evidence.

(ACSP, 1966) In retrospect, Hanvey (1966) states: "But in

the Emergence of Civilization we discovered that students

and teachers generated enthusiasm which, from our point of

view, led them off in wrong directions." (p. 99) Hanvey

concludes:

arid

We Lre learning. We know now that curriculum
materials, if they are open-ended at all, are a
kind of projecti,ve instrument; teachers confer spe-
cial and particular meanings on them. But we know,
too, that those same materials can provide an educa-
tional experience for teachers, leading or at least
pointing the way to a level of scholarly autonomy
that too few teachers enjoy. (p. 104)

The point here is

objectives of the 1VP

that while the stated procedures

are almost strikingly pa-allel to

those of the ACSP, the former has strived to build in more

flexibility of operation. This flexibility is merely the

allowance for those personal interests, interpretations,

and motivations of teachers and pupils which tend to take

them on alternate routes along the way toward major objec-

tives. Hanvey seems almost piqued by the unpredictability

of the human element of teacher and pupils in terms of the

master plan for the ACSP instructional units.
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Science Curriculum Improvement Study (SCI )

The SC1S under the direction of Robert Karplus works

t_ a -d the establishment in students of a conceptual struc-

ture in science which he terms "scientific literacy" through

discovery methods. (Karplus, 1964) Part of the rationale for

the SCIS ficis support in the psychological theories of

Piaget, Vygotsky, Bruner, and others. Fixed intellect and

predetermined mental development are denied. Karplus (1964)

reports: "Intelligence is a hierarchy of strategies for

proce sing information and schemata for assigning signifi-

cance to information. This is formed by the experience of

the individual. Thus intellectual stimulation during the

formative ears is as important as natural endowment in

determining adult achievement. (p. 6)

In blilding toward s ientific literacy, SCIS attempts

to help children build a conceptual framework that permits

them to pereeive phenomena in a more meaningful wa,,- than they

would if left to their own devices. It is assumeca a

conceptual hierarchy can be established through the study

increasingly complex abstractions, and that the hierarchi-

cal nature of the abstracti ns requires that those abstrac-

tions on tha earlier levels must be grasped before the ones

on later levels can be learned. For example, an understand-

ing of energy:transfer depends upon an understanding Of

intera tion, which in turn depends upon the ability to

isolate a system and subsystems, which ability is based on

the awareness of material objects.
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Karplus (1966) lists four levels of instruction for

pupil improvement:

1. Reading about or being told.
2. Disc ssion, teacher-pupil or pupil-pupil.
3. Demonstration.
4. Pupil confron-s objects and systems he is

studying. He manipulates, observes, and
acts upon these objects and systems. His
findings are his own. (pp. 3-7)

The IVP can be ccmpa ed vith SCIS in its psychological

rationale, that is to say in its assumptions concerning

Piagetian cognitive developmelic. There is a fundamental

commitment to help pupils develop the basic str-cture

a discipline on their level in both projects. The hier-

archy of tasks (abstractions) set forth in SCIS is

palleled to so e degree in IVP. Levels of tasks (Gagne)

are discussed in another section of this study.

In SCIS child involvement "discovery" is highly

rated: the child confronts objects and systems, he manipu-

lates, he finds out. This is also the essence of IVP. The

child manipulatesdiscovers and learns in a more meaningful

way.

One major difference between SCIS and IVP is that

SCIS pupils were all in the primary grades (1-3) while IVP

pupils were sixth graders. Thus the SCIS children fell intO

the Piagetian stage of concrete operations while the bulk of

IVP children were functioning in the formal operations stage.

Therefore, the appropriateness of "discovery" type learn n

activities is much more firmly established for the SCIS

children.
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The Elkh rt P -jeet

The Elkhart, Indiana, experiment provides an example

of a project that defines the structure of the discipline of

economics and plans to give developmental instruction in

grades one through twelve. Although only primary units are

in use nolt the ultimate goals of the project provide for a

developmental sequence of lessons through grade twelve.

gpx1,011 (1cirn1

hypothesis that, with proper motivation, children at every

grade level, can become excited about the abstract ideas

underlying their experi nces and that these ideas can be

presented in such a way as to reflect the basic structure

of economic knowledge. From the first gradr- to the twelfth

grade, the basic structure, in its entirety, is to be pre-

s nted with increasing complexity and depth as the child

moves toward maturity." (Senesh, 1960 ) The units include

statements of concepts accompanied by a statement of curricu-

lum interpretation anl student learning activities. Senesh

outlines the structure of economics as quoted below.

1. All people in all nations are confronted with
the conflict between their unlimited wants and
limited resources. The degree of the conflict
may vary, but the conflict is always preseAt.

2. From the beginning, men have tried new ways and
means to lessen the gap between unlimited wants
and limited resources. Their efforts to special-
ize according to resion and occupation and their
invention of new machines and productive processes'
are evidence of their desire to produce more,
better, and _aster.
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When people specialize the productive process,
they become interdependent. This interdepend-
ence creates the need for a market where buyers
and sellers can meet and for money which serves
as a medium of exchange and as a store of value.

4. In all countries, some of the basic economic
questions to be answered are:
What goods and services will be produced?
Hc.) much of these will be produced?
How will they be produced?
How much land or raw material will be used?
How much mans. wer?
How many macW.nes should be used to replace
labor?

5. Another basic economic question to be answered
is: Who should receive the goods and services
produced and in what proportion?

6. In the United States, the free decisions of
producers and consumers interact through the
market to determine the type and quantity of
goods and services produced.

7. Land, labor, and capital are purchased from
their owners to produce goods and services.
The availability of these "factors of produc-
tion" and the extent of their use determines
who will receive income and how much he will
receive.

This income is spent or saved; how much is saved
and invested determines haw much the economy will
produce and how many jobs there will be.

9. Public policy (that is, the policy of federal
state, and local governments) modifies the
operation of the market system in order to
promote the general welfare (a) by encouraging
an ever-increasing standard of living for an
ever-increasing population; (b) by promoting a
high level of employment without inflation;
(c) by insuring the continuity of people's
incomes against physical and economic hazards;
(d) by establishing an environment in which
producers have greater freedom to select occu-
pations and in which consumers have greater
discretionary power to spend their incomes as
they wish; and (e) by lessening inequalities
of opportunities and income. (pp. x-xi)
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In the Elkhart experiment there is a commitment to

the notion that the dis-iplines can be taught in a meani- g-

ful way to a cLild of any age, provided the subject matter

is appropriate

what underlies

grade children

The emphasiL;

as distingui

facts, s-ems

to his developmental level. This is exactly

one major assumption in the IVP, that sixth

can learn archaeology in a meaningful way.

on a meaningful structure of the disciplines,

hed from

to be an

a collection of haphazardly related

integral part of both the Elkhart

Proj=crt and the IVP The importance of key concepts in

economics is emphasized in the Elkhart materials. It is the

clear description of the nature of the structu2e of economics

that js supposed t- make that discipline a enable to the

kind of developmental, sequential curriculum designed for

use in the Elkhart Project. This was the attempt with

anthropology in the IVP even though selected aspects of

this discipline were utilized. Beginning with a structure

of key concepts seems essential.

The foregoing p- -jects relate directly to the IVP in

s veral respects. Primarily, anthropology (in IVP) is treated

as a dis_ipline and elements of its structure are taught to

elementary school children. Instructional emphasis is on

"discovery" learning with primary source materials. The

IVP goes beyond both of the previously described anthropology

projects in that children were taken into the field to partici-

pate directly, in the manner of archaeologists. The Elkhart
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Proj ct pro ides an example in another discipline, .e.,

economics, of the dir ction of emphasis the IVP is giving

thropology. The importance of the key concepts of a

scipline is stressed here. The SCIS provides a rationale

which illustrates the importance of Piagetian developmental

levels which are basic to the IVP.
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CHAPTER III

PROCEDURES

Purpose

The major question to be dealt with in this project

is: Can the opportunity to participate in discovery learn-

ing by m ans of an archaeological "dig" significantly

enhance the development, in sixth grade pupils, of concepts

and principles of archaeology and anthropology as compared

with using the same data already colle-ted by someone else

and taught in a standard claL3room situation?

Description of Activities

During the 1965-66 school year the investigator

conducted a pilot pr gram in ri±ch groups of elementary

school children participated in the excavation of an

archaeological site. A total of twenty-seven children

participated in this program (nine each from grades four,

five, and s x). Pupils were selected by individual class-

room achers on the basis of high achievement and general

ability.

Instruction was given to pupils by a college student

(archaeology major) prior to their participation in the "dig."

46
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This instruction included mainly archaeologi al field

methods of excav tion and analysis. Me following excava-

tions producd mortars, sh-=,11s, obsidian chips, and animal

holies in abLadance, and even two human skeletons.

Although there see ed to be advantages to this ki d

of enter rise in the lea-ning of an hropology, there was no

way to make definitive statements regarding the superiority

of this kind of "di overy" learning activity as compared

with learning of a much more verbal type carried on in the

classroom, i.e., a learning situation in which data from

the s-me "dig" are used but where the teacher elicits and

explains concepts and principles in a largely verbal form

of teaching method. On the basis of a joint evaluation of

the results of this preliminary "dig," it was determined to

condu t a systematic excavation of the site under more con-

trolled conditions and to evaluate the results by means of

a prepared test. It was felt that a random sample of

children on one grade level (preferably sixth grade because

these children performed better on the pilot "dig") would

produ e more stable results than teacher-sele t d samples

throughout three separate grade levels i.e., fourth, fifth,

and sixth.

It was also recommended that pupils in the experi-

ment have more extensive inst uction prior to the dig, not

only in archaeological methods of inquiry and analysis

te hniques, but also in background material on California
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Indians, as well as ant ropological concepts and principles.

During the 1966-67 school year the Inland Valley

Elementary School Arch7te logy Project was carried out in

light of the experience with the pilot program. The project

was initiated in March 1967. Three instructional units vere

taught in the following sequence Ishi, Horizons, 'Archae-

ology (see pp. 63-67 for a description of the instructional

units). Archaeological excavations were carried out in May

and June. A description of the prolect follows.

Sam: le

Children from the total sixth grade population at

Inland Valley Elementary School were separated on the basis

of sex and were assighed at -andom from this stratified

population into two classes of twenty-eight pupils per class.

One group was designated as the Experimental Group.

This group was to participate in learning activities com-

posed of three separate units (s e p. 63) the final one of

which culminated in an actual archaeological excavation--

under the direction of an archaeology major from the

University of California, Berkeley.

The second group was designated as the control GrouF.

This group was to participate in learning activities identical

to the experimental group with the exception of the final

section of unit III. Instead of going into the field to

participate in an archaeological "digu'the control group
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vas to receive instruction of a much more verbal nature--

covering the same __terial that had been encountered by the

experiment_l group at the "dig.

Students in the experimental and control groups were

dra-n frc,m a total student populion from a relatively high

socioeconomic environment. A high percentage (approximately

BO per cent) of the par-nts of the pupils had attended

college or univer ity, and in general there appeared to be

a compatible relationship between the goals of the school

and of the home,

Pupils at inland Valley Elementary School tend

be atypical in that their average I.Q. tests fall signifi-

cantly above average national norms. The average I.Q. score

of the total sixth grade population inland Valley Elemen-

tary School -as ill as measured by the Lorge-Thorndike Test

administered in October 1966. These I.Q. scores are indica-

tors of academic achievement and as such r-rlesent limitations

as t- the generalization of the results of this study, which

will be considPred in a later section, i.e., results cannot

be generalized to lower I.Q. pupils on a basis of this study.

While it is true that a wide range of academic

achievement is represented by the student population at

Inland Valley Elementary School, it is also true that the

population is generally considered to be middle class in

nature and can be assumed to possess the advantages of that

group in regard to success in school. In other words school
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is important to pupils and parents--success in school is a

primary goal.

The_Tea her

The teacher selected to participate in this expe-_

ment was one who had had five year ' teaching experience in

the elementary gr des, and she w s particularly interested

in anthropology. She w s open- inded, but curious as to the

possible results of the projected anthropology study. She

had no special emphasis in anthropology prior to her involve-

ment in the inland Valley Elementary School Archaeology

Project-

Class schedules were arranged so that the teacher

taught anthropolo, to both experimental and control groups.

Every effort was made by the teacher to equalize i struction.

All the less ns in units one and two were t to both

groups together (by means of opening a folding wall between

the experimental and control classrooms). The lessons in

unit thr e which required separate instruction, i.e-, the

experimental group's visitation to the site while the control

group received in =ruction in the classroom, were balanced as

closely as possible in terms of planning and organization of

lessons and methods of instruction, so that the differences

between the experimental and control groups could be attrib-

uted to the "dig" as distinguished from the more verbal type

f classroom instruction with all other variables reduced to

a minimum.
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The teacher took special care to avoid incidental

learn ng by her homeroom group (the experimental group)

during other class periods, eg., math, language; however,

no attempt was made to restrict pupils' normal relations

at recess and other out-of-cla s times.

Instrumentation

The Prepared Test

Prior to the inception of the Inland Vallev Elementary
School Archaeol gy Project it was determined that it was

necessary to devise a test capable of measuring d:fferences

between the experimental and control groups in the discipline

of anthropology. Specifically, the problem was to produce

an instrument which could be used to test differences in the

dis-ipline of anthropology which were central to the instruc-

tional units. The following cultural invariant categories

served as focal points.

FOOD - Any animal or vegatable substance eaten by man.
Pertinent aspects include:

1. Types of food naturally available; e.g., acorns,
fish, animals.

2. Methods of acquiring food; e.g., hunt, gather.3. Seasonal factors related to food e.g. acornharvest, salmon run.
4. Methods of food preparation.; e.g., but hering

meat.

CLOTHING - Bodily covering of any-kind or amount:

1. Substances from which clothing was produ ed;
e.g., skins, grasses.
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2. Methods of manufacturing clothins; e.g.,
preparation of skins, sewing.

3. Uses of clothing; e.g., functional, ceremonial.

SHELTER - Any form of protection from the elements
constructed by man or used by him.

3 Materials used to construct shelter; i.e.,
what materials are naturally available?
Method of shelter construction.
Use of shelter; e.g., some shelters we e
constructed especially for use as sweat
houses.

4. Relationship of shelter to climate.

TRADE - Any exchange or bartering of goods be ween
people.

1. Nature of goods traded; i.e., what was natur-
ally available for trading in specific areas?

2. Use of goods traded--functional,ornamental;
e.g., obsidian widely traded for use as
projectile points.

3. Distance goods were transported from point
of origin.

RELIGION - Any belief or practice held by man which
involved worship or magical explanations
for the unknown.

1. Nature of belief; e.g., Yokuts believed some
animals had magical powers.

2. Nature of the ritual; e.g., Rattlesnake Dance.
3. Relationship between belief or ritual aad

practical aspects of life; e.g., Ishi ritual-
istically fasted prior to a hunt. The result-
ant inhibition of his body odor enhanced his
chances for killing deer.

TOOLS - Any implement used by man for ac omplishing
any specific task.

1. Material used to make tool; e.g., obsidian for
drill.

2. Method of manufacture; e.g., flaking process
to produce projectile points.

3. Nature of the tool; i.e., uses to which it wasput.
4. Technology--relationship of tool to increased

productivity; e.g., efficiency of obsidian
drill in making holes.

SC
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Development of the Prepared Test

One basic test form was devised and subsequently

revised twice. It utilized one section of terms which the

respondent was asked to define, and one section composed

entirely of multiple-choice items. This test was finally

discarded owing to the specificity of knowledge required of

the students in responses; it was believed questions

designed to sample understanding as distinguished from specific

facts would serve the purposes better.

A subsequent test form was devised which eventually

became the instrument used to measure differences between

experimental and control groups in the IVP. This test form

was based entirely upon short essay type responses to a

variety of questions.

The investigator contacted the Anthropology Curricu-

lum Study Project in Chicago and.obtained'permission to use

an ar,:haeological site map (of a relatively recent Bushman

site on the Kalahari Desert) which the ACSP.had used as a

portion of the EARLY MAN STUDY (ACSP, 1965). Through the

use of this site map it was possible to construct short

essay type questions about food, clothing, shelter, trade,

and religion of a primitive society which was not related

to the California Indians. Questions in this section of the

test required pupils to examine sketches of artifacts and

form hypotheses about their use on the basis of information
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ided on the site map (see attachment *1, Section I,

s I and II).

A second section of the test asked children to

Dnd to similar kinds of short essay questions, but with

of an orientation to American Indians as distinguished

general questions about primitive societies or Bushman-

lted questions. For example, a bison bone is found in

:dation with prehistoric Indians in Illinois. What

Lusions can be made about this?

Part II of Section II of the test was composed of

essay questions designed to test in depth for specific

aeological information; for instance, how to excavate

?leton.

The final form of the prepared test was constructed

two major guidelines in view: 1. To produce an instru-

which would allow the student who was relatively

)histicated in the discipline of anthropology to achieve

?ling of success when dealing with the pretest. The

Ywing test item illustrates this purpose.

How do you think California In6ians got t.heir
food? What reasons do vou have for thinking
this?

Hunted, gathered. Because of artifacts found,
reading source.

obvious that pupils should be able to answer this ques-

from a fund of general information about Indians, and

ng or other means Indians used in acquiring their food.
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2. To provide test situations in which pupils were

required to go beyond the recall of specific understandings.

In other words, situations were supplied which required

pupils to apply previously learned concepts to essentially

novel or new situati_)ns and to form generalizations. The

-.ollowing question, I, II, 4, illustrates the achievement

of this purpose. The pupil was provided with a map (see

attachment *2) of a Bushman site in the Kalahari Desert in

Africa. He was given background information and asked to

study the map to answer the question:

Q. What do you think the people ate? Why do you
think so?

On the posttest, pupils were tested after being

taught understandings about specific primitive groups,

specifically, California Indians. They came to the test

situation with specific knowledge of foods and food gather-

ing practices of California Indians. The test problem calls

for the application of concepts (learned about California

Indians) to a group of primitive people whose practices were

essentially similar to those of California Indians in many

respects, but where the recall of specific facts previously

learned would not suffice. For instance, an answer stating

that these people ate acorns and salmon obviously would be

incorrect. Pupils having understandings about hunting- and

gathering-primitives would immediately determine on the basis

of information provided that this was such a group of people,
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but more importantly they would interpret the data in terms

of the situation given.

A. Nuts, animal meat, tortoise, eggs. Because of
the presence of shells, bones, tortoise-shells,
eggshells.

This correct answer shows successful application of previous-

ly learned concepts to the new situation.

By way of comparison, several questions from a

standardized social studies test are given.

Q. This is an outline map of
(a) India

r (b) China
(c) Egypt
(d) Australia

Q. Which of these is the greatest industrial state?
(a) Ohic
(b) Ter .essee
(c) JAassachusetts
(d) Pennsylvania

A.

Q. The most outstanding mineral resoun
deserts of the Middle East is

(a) cobalt
(b) nitrates
(c) uranium
(d) oil

A. ci

of the

The purpose of listing the above standardized test items is

twofold. First, success on these items indicates the ability

to recall specific facts or to make lucky guesses on the part

of the respondent. It is the opinion of the investigator
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that the prepared test used in this study overcomes the

problem of success by lucky guessing and in addition calls

for the pupil to show a higher level of understanding; i.e.,

applying understandings to new situations. Secondly, as

noted in the Analysis of Data section of this study, success

on the social studies portions of this standardized test

has a high correlation with pretest scores, while a low

correlation is shown between standardized social studies

test scores and the prepared test. The investigator main-

tains that these relationships provide evidence that the

prepared instrument does, in fact, test for understandings

significantly beyond the recall or guessing level.

The prepared test was given to a group of thirty

children from the Sleepy Hollow School in Orinda. Sleepy

Hollow School was selected for pilot testing because of the

similarity between it and Inland Valley Elementary School in

socioeconomic background of the residents and ability levels

of the pupils. The children were selected by their teachers

so as to provide representative sampling of ability levels;

ten high I.Q., ten average 1.Q., and ten low average to low

I.Q. pupils were selected. Following the completion of the

test by the Sleepy Hollow group, all responses were typed

and grouped together by question. Each question was then

analyzed in terms of its effectiveness: whether it showed

differences between high and low pupils. In this manner

items were deleted from the test, or in some cases wording
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of individual items was altered to clarify intent of

the question.

It should be noted 'chat several test items were

easily handled by students at all 1.Q. range levels; these

items were purposely left in the test to provide the oppor-

tunity for all pupils to have some feeling of success on

the pretest.

:----7)rinci the Prz,pared Test

The investigator and the teacher of the experimental

and control groups prepared standards for test responses

which were based on a four-point scale for each question.

That is to say, each question on the t.?_st was worth four

points if fully and "correctly" answered. Partial answers

were given credit on the basis of their completeness of

three points, two points, or one point. The standards for

the test responses were prepared in written form so as to

provide a consistent measure against which answers could be

scored by an independent person (see attachment 03).

The investigator and one other person (a former

elementary school teacher) scored all tests together accord-

ing to the above described standards. Scores were arrived

at by consensus of the investigator and the other person in

the grading team in light of test standards.
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Independent Scoring

An elementary school teacher who had no connection

with this project was contacted for the purpose of providing

an independent score on the prepared test. This person was

provided with the standards for scoring which are described

above and given verbal instructions on scoring procedures.

(The investigator met with this independent scorer for

approximately three hours to review procedures.)

The independent scorer was given 25 per cent of both

the pretest and posttest for grading. Her grades showed a

high positive correlation with the grades of the investiga-

tor's scoring team.

Thus the devised test was carefully prepared and

foun3 to be capable of producing a high positive correla-

tion between separate scorers. Cormelations between

scorers were made using the Bivariat Frequency Plot.

The pretest inter-rater correlation was .90 (see

chart 01). The independent rater generally scored the

pupils higher on the pretest than did the investigator's

scoring team although there was a relatively close rela-

tionship between both sets of scores.

The posttest correlation between scorers was .96

(see chart *2). On this part the investigator's scoring

team generally scored the pupils higher than did the

indepene 't-t rater, but ratings were close.
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The generally high correlation between ratings on

both pretests and posttests tends to eliminate the possi-

bility of bias on the part of the investigator's scoring

team. The high correlation also shows that the independent

rater was instructed in the use of a standard for scoring

the test that she was able to apply consistently to both the

experimental and the control groups alike. The independent

rater was unable to identify pupils, the groups to which

pupils belonged, or the grades given by the inv,estigator's

scoring team. Her judgments concerned simply the grading of

answers to questions accordina to a previously established

set of standards. These efforts to ensure the complete

independence of the indepen6ent rater lend strength to the

correlation obtained between the separate scores. It is

the investigator's belief that the care taken in the pro-

cedures of scoring add to the tOtal credibilit..: of the

experiment and enhance the significance of results which

were found in favor of the experimental group.

Procedures of Experiment

Testing Schedule

Lorge-Thorndike I.Q. October 1966

Stanford Achievement October 1966
Test

Prepared Test Pretest March 1967
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Administered by
teacher

Administered by
teachelc

Administered by
teacher and
investigator



Prepared Test Posttest June 1967

Instructional Units
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Administered by
teacher and
investigator

Three units were taught in the same manner to both

treatment groups. These units were especially prepared to

provide pupils with the necessary background of information

(appropriate concepts and generalizations) in anv:,hropology

to participate in this experiment in a meaningful way in the

manner of archaeologists. That is, a basic understnding of

the way of life of California Indians in general, plus an

understanding and appreciation of the past archaeological

periods of California India-, history (Horizon periods) was

expected to enhance the actual excavation activities carried

out by the pupils

The fol s are listed in t order of their

presentation to pupils.

1. ISHI UNIT. In the Ishi unit the pupils in the

experimental and contro- groups were exposed to as complete

a picture of the life of one California Indian tribe as

possible. The ethnographic records of Waterman and Kroeber

provided a comparatively complete overview of the culture

of the Yana tribe. As noted above, focal points rested upon

food, shelter, clothing, trade, religion, and tools, but

considerable additional information of a non-material nature

was incorporated into the Ishi units; for example, aspects of
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the Yana number system and language were studied. All

lessons were taught to both experimental and control g:.ups

at the same time by the same teacher.

As noted earlier, the intent with the Ishi unit was

to provide a comprehensive picture of Indian life while

bringing into 2ocus those elements of Indian culture which

were to be presented in later units for which much less

information was available.

2. HORIZONS UNIT. California Indian pre-history is

divided into three periods primarily on the basis of differ-

ences in cultural activities as evidenced by the changes in

tools, weapons, and implements, and other artifacts over the

periods of time. For example, the earlier Indians depended

much more upon henting than did later groups; this is deter-

mined in part by the number of projectile points and mortars

discovered. _,J1 this unit pupils studied Indian cultures on

the basis of more meager information than was available in

the Ishi unit. Knowledge of the cultures of the middle and

early Horizon Indian societies comes entirely from the records

of archaeologists' finds. Thus, as- noted earlier, the knowl-

edge of these early societies consists of aspects considered

to be primarily material in nature: food, clothing, shelter,

trade, tools, with certain inferences and conclusions.

More specifically, the pupils were led to recognize

similarities and differences between the Horizon periods;
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e.g., in early Horiaon period burials, the bodies were

extended while in middle Horizon they were flexed. Both

cultures had mortuary practices that were similar, but the

distinctive diiferences in the way corpses were entombed

instantly alerted the students to look for other clues for

a particular Horizon period.

Thus an overview of the cultural periods of

California Indian history in the Horizons unit was provided,

together with some acquaintance with techniques of archae-

ology. All lessons were taught to both treatment groups at

the same time by the same teacher.

3. ARCHAEOLOGY UNIT. All pupils in both treatment

groups were taught the fundamentals of the methods of inquiry

used in archaeology. For example, site survey and mapping

techniques were taught along with methods of site excavation.

Pupils were instructed in the recognition of artifacts and

features. These lessons were taught in the same manr--

in the previous units. Both experimental and control groups

were instructed at the same time by the same teacher.

Upon completion of the above described portion of the

archaeology unit the experimental group went into the field

and participated in the excavation of a California Indian

site. This excavation was carried out under the direction

of an expert archaeologist. The pupils worked in the manner

of archaeologists, mapping, excavating, identifying, and

interpreting in the field.
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The control group received instruction in the class-

room that covered the identical material studied by the

experimental group in the field. Mapping exercises were

carried out, excavation techniques reviewed, and pupils were

'shown artifacts retrieved from the sites they were encour-

aged to form hypotheses on the basis of the data that were

utilized by the experimental group in the field. The sole

difference was participation in the "dig" by the experi-

mental group as opposed to learning the same things in a

classroom situation, i.e., in a much M01:2 verbally oriented

manner.

It is noted at this point that -Lne major difference

between treatments was participation in J:ie "dig" as dis-

tinguished from nonparticipation. Alth-ugh the experiment

was set in terms of "presentational" vs 'discovery" learn-

ing, the teacher of the treatment groups did not change her

pedagogical style when instructing the control group. Even

though control group instruction was mainly of verbal

nature, the standard classroom procedure of the teacher

included questioning of the pupils (getting them to hypothe-

size) as a strategy in addition to telling and explaining.

(See Presentational Operational, p. 70) Thus when we say

"discovery" vs. "presentational," we mean discovery methods

in the field as distinguished from a much more verbal opera-

tion in the classroom--not an artificially created classroom

situation in which all possible "discovery activities have

been deleted.
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The "dig" itself was more time-consuming than was

the classroom instruction given to the control group; this

was as eyoected. The disparity in time was approximately

one hour control group instruction to four hours experimen-

tal group instruction. No attempts were made to match time

between the groups in terms of hours spent. At the termina-

tion of the IVP lessons the control group simply went on to

other school activities not related to the project. Such a

disparity in time is assumed to be of only secondary interest

in terms of this study, although the possible influence of

time differential between treatment groups has not been

disproved.

The teacher was oriented in terms of "teaching the

lesson" without regard for time spent. The major intent was

to determine possible differences produced by participati.on

in the "dig," with other variables controlled except time

duration.

To recapitulate, both the experimental group and the

control group had identical treatment, insofar as possible,

up to the point of the actual "dig." The experimental group

performed actual excavations while the control group

received more standard classroom instruction; that is, the

latter were shown artifacts and guided to interpret and form

hypotheses by "standard" classroom methods. All activities

of the experimental and control groups were balanced as

closely as possible. (The same teacher gave instruction

to both groups.)
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To illustrate the difference between learning

activities of the experimental and control groups, a

definition of discovery and a brief description of the

typical learning activities of each group follow.

Definition of "Discovery"

"Discovery" is defined as a mode of inquiry by

which pupils proceed inductively from data to concepts,

principles, and generalizations. This process is carried

out through such activities as excavating and examining

artifacts in the field, formulating and checking hypoth-

eses, and evaluating conclusions in light of existing

archaeological researc_11 findings.

Discovery (Operational)

The children in the experimental group performed

in the field in the manner of archaeologists. N

the children, nor the teacher, nor the archaeology

consultan was aware of the ultimate findings. The pupils

excavated data and formed hypotheses; they "discovered."

For example, a child picked up obsidian. He felt it and

looked at it. He noted such characteristics as shape,

sharpness, dullness, thickness, color, hardness. He com-

pared these within his mental frame of reference; e.g.,

obsidian is like dark glass. All children possess differ-

ent levels of conceptual understanding. Most children know
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the nature of volcanic rock in this form, i.e., obsidian.

Others are at a lower level and have ideas only about glass.

The levels of ideas possessed by the children are readily

apparent to the teacher.

In anthropology the child has reached a point where

his preconceived notions about tools, burials, etc have

been altered. In effect, he has a new orientation about

these concepts which has been provided by the Ishi unit and

the Horizons unit. Both tool and burial, etc have been

broadened in scope. He categorizes his ideas about obsidian

according to his new frame of reference regarding tools,

weapons, utensils. He recalls uses of obsidian and can even

think of new uses. He is cautioned to avoid wild guessing.

In the Ishi unit he has learned about obsidian used as

arrowheads. Upon finding an obsidian scraper he should

likely to go beyond wht h^ 1 Jout oLidia. arl.L.,wheads,

to make some good guesses about the scrapers.

Through Ishi and the Horizons units, the pupil has

had his concepts broadened, and in the case of obsidian he

has become acquainted with the distinguishing properties of

-_-he stone. 1_11 working in the field in the manner of an

archaeologist he discovers for himself. He finds obsidian,

dapts it into his mental framework, and makes his Dwn

f-zpotheses abc-at i_s USG.
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Presentational (Operational)

The pupils in the control group possessed the same

background as the experimental group up to the point of the

"dig." At this juncture the control group leceived instruc-

tion identical with that of the experimental group except

that this instruction took place entirely in the classroom

and was largely (but not entirely) verbal in nature. This

instruction was based on the findings of the experimental

group and utilized those materials taken from the site.

One important distinction between treatment groups was

that the teacher of the control group was aware of the

ultimate results to be achieved by instruction because the

experimental group had already studied this material under

her direction.

A description of typical control group activities

follows. An obsidian arrowhead, or scraper, or picture of

one is shown to the class. Essentially the children are

made aware that the material is hard,sharp, used exten-

sively for arrowhead manufacture and other kinds of tools

and weapons. The teacher and pupils have an interchange of

questions and answers, a discussion. The teacher relates

the present lesson to the Ishi unit and the Horizons unit,

verbally building upon concepts previously established in

the Ishi and the Horizons unit. The pupils are taught the

same ideas in a more verbally oriented form as distinguished

from a lesson involving children in a discovery learning

4
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experience in the field. It is noted, however, that although

this type of learning activity is more verbal than the dis-

coverv (operational) previously described, it still involves

an exchange between pupil and teacher: the teacher questions

pupils and encourages them to form hypotheses.

Thus the distinction between treatment groups is

seen in terms of "dig" vs. "non-dig," and is viewed within

the issue of presentational vs discovery learning in terms

of degree. Pupils working in the field in the manner of

archaeologists function in a primarily discovery-oriented

learning situation as distinguished from control pupils who

learn in a largely verbal way in the classroom. No attempts

were made to strip all discovery characteristics from

pedagogical strategies employed in the classroom.



CHAPTER IV

ANALYSIS OF DATA

This chapter contains the results of statistical

comparisons of experimental and control groups on the basis

of the following variables:

Lorge-Thorndike 1.9. Scores (Test administered
October 1966)

Stanford Achievement Test (Test administered
Scores October 1966)

word meaning arithmetic computation
paragraph meaning arithmetic concepts
total reading arithmetic application
spelling social studies
language

Anthropology Pretest (Test administered
Scores March 1967)

Anthropology Posttest (Test administered
Scores June 1967)

The following analysis shows the relationship of

treatment groups on the Lorge-Thorndike I.Q. Test, Stanford

Achievement Test, and the pretest prior to experimental

treatment. Posttest scores between treatment groups are

also analyzed. The t test was utilized in making these

comparisons. (Rummel, 1964, pp. 369-70)
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Results of the Stanfol:d Achievement Test subtests

in social studies are discussed below in terms of their

correlation with pretest and posttest scores of both treat-

ment groups. The Pearson product-moment c =elation

coefficient was utilized. Scatter diagrams were also

prepared (see charts 04 and 05, pp. 74 and 75). (Rummel,

1964, pp. 354-57)

All data were processed by the IBM 7094 computer at

the Computer Center, University of California, Berkeley,

employing STATPAK, a library of statistical programs.

I.Q. Scores

Lorge-Thorndike verbal I.Q. scores obtained in

October 1966 were compared for the experimental and control

groups. The test of significance between the mean I,Q.

scores of the two groups was made using the t test. (See

chart 03 below.) No significant difference between mean

T.Q. scores of experimental and control groups was found.

CHART 03

A COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL AND CONTROL GROUP MEAN SCORES
ON THE LORGE-THORNDIKE I.Q. TEST SCORES ADMINISTERED

OCTOBER 1966 USING THE t TEST

Experimental Control t Statistic

119 114

DF Significance
Level

-1.533 49 .10<.20

Note: Differences were not found to be significant at the
.05 level.
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Achievement Test Scores

Stanford Achievement Test scores obtained in October

1966 were compared for experimental and control groups. The

test of significance among the subtest mean scores of the

two groups was made using the t test. There was no signifi-

cant difference between mean scores of experimental and

control groups in any of the areas tested (see chart 46).
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Comparison of Social Studies and the
Prepare'd Test Scores

Results of the social studies subtest were compared

with the prepared ani.hropology pretesi- and posttest for both

experimental and control groups. It _Dund that the

social studies scores and the pretest - s hE a positive

correlation of .73 (see chart 04, p. 74 ae s cial studies

scores and the posttest scores had a poit e cl:relation of

only .45 (see chart *5, p. 75).

Prepared Test Scores

As reported earlier, the testing instrument for

knowledge of archaeology and anthropology was prepared in

two sections with each section composed of two parts.

Chart 47 indicates the sections and number of questions

in each.
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Each question on the total test was rated on a four-

point scale (see Scoring, p. 58). Total scores were obtained

for all pupils in both experimental and control groups for

all questions on bch the pretest and t_le posttst. Sub-

scores were also obtained for all separate parts of both

sections. All scores we::e adjusted to a 100 per cent scale

and compared for differences between experimental and control

groups in terms of total scores and subtest scores. The

following paragraphs recapitulate the statistical analysis

for all parts of the test.

Pretest

Mean pretest scores for all parts of both sections

of the test were compared using the t test. No statisti-

cally significant differences between experimental and

control groups were found at the .05 level (see chart 48).

Posttest

Posttest scores are presented in tabular form on

chart #9.

Section I, Part I. The test of significance between

the mean scores of the experimental and control groups was

made using the t test (see chart #9). No significant

difference was found between groups on this section of the

test. Section I, Part II, and Section II, Parts I and II,

were compared using the t test. A statistically significant

difference favored the experimental group on all parts.
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CHAPTER V

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The comparability of the two treatment groups was

established at the outset of the study on the Lorge-Thorndike

I.Q. Test, the Stanford Achievement Test, and the pretest.

Therefore the statistically significant differences obtained

on the posttest are attributed to the superior performances

on the part of the experimental group as a result of differ-

ent treatment, i.e., "dig" vs. "non-dig." This section will

consider the prepared test in detail and will examine the

implications of the differences found on the posttest as

well as other relationships between experimental and control

groups that have a bearing on this study.

Discussion of Prepared Test Items

An item by item analysis of student performance on

the prepared posttest follows. Total points scored on each

item were computed for both the experimental and control

groups. These scores provided the basis for a description

of items using the criteria of whether experimental or

cont=l group scored higher.
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Section I, Parts I and II are preceded by explanatory

remarks which provide a background of information necessary

to the use of the site map in answering auestions.

An important part of learning about other cultures
involves making good guesses about the tools, imple-
ments, and other things that the people used. (These
things are called artifacts.) The following questions
will give you the opportunity to make guesses about
artifacts. Some items will seem easy to guess and
otherS more difficult. Study your site map carefully
before writing your answers. As you look at the arti-
facts and study the map, think carefully about what
the items were possibly used for, the particular way
in which they might have been used and by whom. When
artifacts were used is also important--in other words,
come tools were used only during certain times of the
year. (See attachment 4P1)

The question which follows is representative of the

five questions in Part I of Section I. In this section the

children were required to bring their skills and understand-

ings to bear upon the interpretation of sketches in what was

essentially a new situation.

1. Number 6 printed at the top of your site map
states: Curved stick, pointed end. Tell what
you think this is and why. (Give some reasons
for your idea.)

A. A bow (hunting). The shape indicates that it
is a bow. Other reasons are also accepted;
e.g., a quiver appears to be nearby on the
sketch. (See grading standards, attachment *3)

This portion of the test required children to demonstrate

understandings of anthropological concepts, as opposed to

recalling specific facts. All parts of the tst were
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gaared to the instructional units which were based on a

structure of anthropology described earlier. In other words,

questions regarding cultural invariants were central to all

sections of this test.

To illustrate further the matter of testing children's

understandings we refer again to the above question. Note

that this question, as do all others, stipulates that the

pupil give reasons for his answers. The sketch itself does

not immediately suggest a bow. It could be a sharp stick

for digging purposes (as a number of children responded) or

an implement used for other purposes in the primitive camp,

for instance, stirring a fire. The typical correct response

did see the curved stick as a bow (because of its shape) or

because of its association with what might be a quiver and

projectile points. The investigator feels that the response

"because of its shape" really must be viewed in the total

context of the test situation; i.e., introduction to the

test and the map of the Bushman site. It would be interest-

ing to know what responses the children would make to this

question if the curved stick were placed in a setting of

instructions on how to make a kite.

Some typically incorrect responses to this question

either failed to recognize the stick as a bow, or recognized

it as a bow and gave inappropriate reasons.
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Questions 2 through 5 of Section I, Part I are listed

below.

2. Tell what you think number 9 is and why.
(Give some reasons for your idea.)

3. Tell what you think number 16 is and why.
(Give some reasons for your idea.)

4. Tell what you think number 20 is and why.
(Give some reasons for your idea.)

5. Tell what you think number 2 is and why.
(Give some reasons for your idea.)

It can be seen that all the questions in Section I, Part I

require children to interpret data and form hypotheses.

General problem-solving ability produced positive results

as shown by pretest scores. However, instruction in the

anthropology units (described previously) enhanced scores

of both experimental and control groups--indicated by

comparison of pretest and posttest scores.

A breakdown of items in Section I, Part I follows

(posttest scores):

Question 1. The control group scored higher than the

experimental group on this question.

Question 2. The experimental group scored higher than

the control group on this question. The most significant

error of those missing the question involved pupils telling

what they thought the item might have been used for as dis-

tinguished from what the question actually asked; i.e.,

'What is number 9? How do you know?'
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Question 3. The experimental group scored higher than

the control group on this question. Pupils with lower scores

tended to confuse spear with arrow and gave inadequate or

inappropriate reasons.

Question 4. The experimental group scored higher than

the control group on this question. Pupils with higher

scores tended to give better reasons. For instance, "A

hammerstone, because of chipped places, or pecking marks."

Question 5. Both groups showed equally low scores on

this item. The relationship between the "thin wooden wand,

polished on one end," and its use as a fire-making instru-

ment seemed too remote for both experimental and control

groups.

t test results showed no significant difference

between experimental and control groups on this section

of the test.

Although no definite statements can be made, it

appears that question I was more easily solved by general

problem-solving ability than were numbers 2, 3, and 4.

Question 5 appears to have been equally difficult for both

groups, thus producing equivalent low scores.

Generally speaking, the differences between correct

and incorrect responses on Part I fell in the area of giving

reasons for answers.

Section I, Part II utilized the site map also.

Questions were geared to elicit responses, in this new
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situation, to those basic concepts of anthropology central

to the instructional units. Concepts of food, shelter,

tools; and religion are specifically developed in this

section (see attachment 01).

Question 1. What must all people have in order
to survive?

This question received an equivalent high score from

both experimental and control pupils. The question was of a

general nature designed particularly to provide success on

the basis of general information and problem-solving ability.

Question 2. How old do you think the site is?

This question showed a difference in favor of the

experimental group. The experimental group pupils seemed

more able to pick up specific clues, such as the presence

of metal at the site and the fact that artifacts were on

the surface of the ground. The control group pupils seemed

to fall behind in that they conSidered the nature of the

artifacts to indicate great age as distinguished from

presently living primitive people.

Question 3. Would you call this a hunting,
gathering, or an agricultural
society? Why do you think so?

This question showed some advantage in favor of the

experimental group, but in general the controls did well.

Question 4. What do you think the people ate?
Why do you think so?

This question showed considerable difference in favor

of the experimental group. Some incorrect answers indicated
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that the people ate shells. This question, as do others of

this type in which experimental children perform better on

the interpretation of evidence, appears to suggest that the

experimental group pupils bring a more secure understanding

of concepts to the test situation than do the control group

pupils. Pupils answering incorrectly seemed to revert to a

scramble of general information when they were unable to

apply specific understandings to a situation; for example,

the anthropological understandings taught in the units were

not learned well enough. This same pattern seemed to typify

those children of both groups who responded incorrectly. A

major difference is that the e:qperimental students were

correct in their responses a significantly greater number

of times.

Question 5 How do you think they obtained
their food?

This question seems to have been answered about

equally as well by both groups.

Question 6. What do you think the people
manufactured? (goods, tools,
etc.)

This question showed superior scores for the experi-

mental group. Typical incorrect answers were not complete-

enough. Some copied goods, tools, etc. from the question

itself. The experimental group pupils seemed to have a more

realistic conception of what goods could reasonably be made

by a primitive people.
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Question 7. How many people do you think lived
in the site? How ao you know?

This question showed superior scores for the eperi-

mental group. These pupils seemed much more able to estimate

family size on the basis of shelter remains, even consider-

ing that the site they excavated was a cave and no post

molds were found. The number of hearths seemed to be a

factor which confused control pupils.

Question B. Do you think the people iaLd fire?
What reasons do _ have for your
idea?

This question received essent:- Ly equi-Eilent

responses from both gr-Dups. The diff:_::_7 _ty leveL of this

question seemed to provide a high lev- of success for all;

i.e., the evidence for ree ons is mucl. aasier to discern--

fire pits being a dominant feature of most areas of the

site map.

Question 9. If these people had fire, how do
you think they obtained it? What
reasons do you have for your idea?

This question showed scores favoring the experimental

group. Although the question was related to number 8 in that

it asked about fire, it was a harder question in that evidence

showing how fire was made was more difficult to determine.

Question 10. How do you think food was prepared?
What reasons do you have for think-
ing so?

This question showed scores favoring the experimental

group. Generally these pupils gave more complete answers

S4
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than did the students in the control iroup. The control

people picked up fewer clues as to how food was prepared.

Question 11. Do you Lhink there is any evidence
of religious or recreational cere-
monies? What evidence do you see?

This guestion showed scores favoring the experimental

group. The essential difference between pupils answering

correctly and those giving wrong answers seems to be the

recognition of the tamped area around a hearth, or the

failure to see this as a clue. Experimental group pupils

were more discerning in this regard.

Ouestion 12. In what kind of dwellings do you
-think the people lived?

This Question yielded results favoring the experi-

mental group pupils. Making correct guesses about post

molds was an essential in making correct responses. Wrong

answers seemed particularly divergent from the correct

responses; for example, "They lived in caves."

Question 13. Do you think the people had
domestic animals? What are your
reasons for thinking this?

This question showed scores favoring the control

group. The experimental group seemed to miss this question

because they interpreted the presence of bones and hide as

evidence of domestic animals. Although this response is

entirely reasonable, it is not correct. Pupils answering

correctly ignored this evidence.
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Question 1i Do you think there was a chief or
tribal leadsr of the group? WhEt
are your reasons for your ideas?

This question seemed to draw a relEtively low leve-

of correct ansrs from both grDu-.3s. Lacking evidence of a

chief or tribal leader, pupils in both groups seemed prone

to fall back 07 previc-as general mowledge such as, "Yes,

all people nee(f_ leaders."

Sectio: II, Part I of the prepared instrument empl-7..--

sizes question central to relic-tDn, trade, and food, with

questions rega ding the general Llature of California India::

culture and h_man adjustment. The questions are tlesigned to

require pupils to form hypotheses or draw conclusions and

give reasons. The intent was to require more than the recall

of specific facts or knowledge, and to go beyond to the level

of expressing understandings. For the most part, the ques-

tions represent new problem situations for the pupils.

Question 1. How do you think California Indians
got their food? What reasons do you
have for thinking this?

This question Showed high scores for both groups but

higher for the experimental group. The pupils responding

incorrectly usually responded with incomplete answers.

Question 2. California Indians were divided into
groups called Horizons.

Early Horizon Indians lived from 4000
to 2000 B.C.
Middle Horizon Indians lived from 1500
B.C. to 700 A.D.
Late Horizon Indians lived from 700 A.D.
to 1600 A.D.



What do you think are some of the
reasons Indian history cel_id have
been Civided into thes
periods?

This question yielded scores favoring t7-le experi-

mental group. It appears that these pupils i.qe better abl

to conceptualize the divisions of the various .ime periods.

Question 3. The following sketch shows a profile
(side view) of an Old Indian site_
(Indian living area)

90% projectile points, 10c;: mortars,
) pestles

( ) transitional 50%-50%
( III ) 90% mortars, pestles, 10% '.Drojectile

points

Three separate groups of people lived
here as shown by layers 1, II, and III.
What can you say about the habits of
each of these groups of people?

This question yielded comparable scores for both

groups, but the control group outgained the experimental.

Typical incorrect answers seemed to be conclusions that were

not supported by the data. An example follows: "The high

percentage of projectile points in level I shows that the

people were warlike." This answer is not unreasonable, but

in the context of the question it is incorrect.

Question 4. The items Indians buried with their
dead give us clues about the ways in
which they lived. For example, a
recently excavated skeleton was found
to have been buried with a mortar and
pestle and an obsidian (volcanic type
rock) knife. What conclusions can you
make about this burial?
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TT:Ls cestion showed slightly higher scores by the

E_7,;:perimental -7ong answers were typically incomplete

:ather thar t mstrating a misunderstanding of the concepts

_nvolved question.

Question 5. Make up an example of items which
could be found in an Indian burial
which could give clues about how the
people lived. List both the items
and the ways the people could have
used them.

This :estion showed generally high scores for both

groups and similar understanding although the experimental

group pupils :fated slightly higher.

QuestioA 3. Ishi (a native California Indian
who was brought directly from the
raountins into San Francisco) was
able to adjust in many important ways
to the white man's world. Why do you
think he was able to do this?

The question showed considerably higher scores by

the experimental group. These pupils appeared to have a

superior understanding of the relative similarities between

cultures that enabled Ishi to adjust than did the control

pupils.

Question 7. You find a bison bone in association
with (together with) prehistoric
Indians in Illinois. What conclu-
sions can you make about this?

This question showed higher scores for experimental

group pupils. The superior interpretation of artifacts in

association seems clear-cut. Typically incorrect responses

had unreasonable hypotheses formed on the basis of the data,

'Indians killed the bison for revenge."



-tion 8. You find numerous seashells in an
inland Yokuts Indian site. How do
you think the shells happened to be
there?

auestion showed higher scores for the experi-

mental pupils but the control group scored relatively

high wrong answers showed wild guessing, e.g., "The

ocean ME .Je covered there once."

.tion 9. Ishi refused to eat certain foods,
avoided mentioning the dead, and
fasted before hunting. What con-
clusions can you make about these
activities of Ishi?

This Question showed higher scores for the experi-

mental grou?. Correct answers shuwed positive assessment of

religious E.ad practical factors involving Ishi's fasting.

Typical incorrect responses showed evidence of wild guessing;

e.g., Ishi thought the dead might haunt him.

Qu,-_-7-tion 10. Eskimos live in an extremely cold
climate--they live in igloos; dress
in heavy, warm skins; they eat
seals, fish, etc. Would you say
that the Eskimos are totally con-
trolled by their environment? (The
kind of place they live in and the
climate) Why or why not?

This question showed equivalent low scores for both

experimental and control groups. The question seems to be a

poor one, despite pilot testing results, for the purposes

of evalu7f:ing results of instruction. The investigator

believc different wording of the question would have

yielded different results. The statement, "The Eskimos are

totally c9nt -)11ed by their environent, seems to have

clouded thG i ue for pupils at this level.
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Ouestion 11. Anthropologists have shown us that
there are some kinds of physical
differences between races, e.g.,
skin color, eye shape, etc. Are
some races better than others?
Why, or why not?

This question showed higher scores for the control

grcup. The concept involved seems not to have been covered

explicitly enough in instruction. Earlier learning may have

been too firmly established in the area of races.

Question 12. Do you think the Indians had a good
adjustment to their environment?
That is, were they able to live well
with their surroundings and satisfy
their needs? Why, or why not?
Give reasons for your ideas.

This question showed higher scores for the experi-

mental group. Incorrect answers were incomplete.

In Section II, Part II, all five questions showed

superior scores by the experimental group. (See attachment

#1 for questions.) Each of these questions was designed to

draw responses from the pupils in archaeological methods.

All the questions provided novel contexts within which pupils

were expected to apply previously learned concepts and prin-

ciples. Pupils who actually performed the functions of

archaeologists in the field proceeded with more certainty

in the application of these methods.

t test results on Section I, Part II, and Section II,

Parts I and II showed significant differences in favor of the

experimental group.
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Social Studies and the Prepared Test

As reported earlier, a positive correlation of .73

was found between the Stanford Achievement Test Social

Studies subtest and the prepared anthropology pretest for

both treatment groups. A similar comparison between the

social studies scores and the posttest yielded a positive

correlation of .45. These results would appear to indicate

that the amount of knowledge about social studies influenced

pupils' performance on the pretest but that its influence

was reduced considerably in pupils' performance on the post-

test, following instruction in anthropology. It seems to

show that intervening instruction added something that was

not there before, and that was,helpful in obtaining higher

scores on the prepared test for both treatment groups (see

charts 04 and 05, pp. 74 and 75). This suggests that the

control group as well as the experimental group was engaged

in an effective instructional program.

The Posttest

The prepared posttest yielded significant differences

favoring the experimental group on all individual subtests

and the total of all subtests with the exception of Section 1,

Part 1, which utilized the Kalahari Desert Bushman site map

described earlier (see attachment #2). Part I is composed

of five questions which specifically ask pupils to look at

sketches of artifacts on the site map, examine the map
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closely,. and determine what the artifact is. Pupils were

asked to give their reasons as a part of each answer; for

example, "Tell what you think artifact 016 is and give

reasons for your answer." No readily discernible reasons

indicate why no significant difference occurred on this

subtest between experimental and control groups.

The statistical difference between experimental and

control groups on the posttest total results and all but one

of the subtests provides a strong case for the educational

value of "discovery" type learning acti7ities in elementary

school. Tt should be notes as well, that the children in

the experiment were nearing the end of sixth grade, and

were considered to be capable of abstract thought uithout

the necessity of concrete aids; in other words, they were

entering Piaget's formal operations stage of development,

although not necessarily in anthropology. A significant

point is that children who were capable of learning effec-

tively through verbal presentation methods appeared to learn

more effectively through "discovery" activities. (See p. 68

for definition of "discovery.") Thus we have a successful

"discovery" learning intervention that provides more impli-

cations than it would if carried out with elementary school

children who were clearly in the concrete operations stage

of mental development. It seems reasonable to conclude that

"discovery" learning activities can produce superior rezlults

during the formal stage of mental development during which
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stage some authorities contend verbal learning is just as

meaningful and much more time-saving. The investigator

holds that "discovery" learning activities have established

concepts and principles of anthropology in a more meaning-

ful manner than instruction cy.r- a more verbal nature. This

experiment provided an instance where elementary school

children achieved superior results through "discovery"

learning activities. Therefore, the investigator concludes

that "discovery" learning activities in anthropology are

worthwhile activities for upper elementary age children

(sixth grade), who are considered to be functioning in the

formal level of Piagetian cognitive operations. It is the

investigator's opinion that these conclusions generally find

themselves to be in opposition to those of Ausubel, who is

a strong proponent of verbal learning. This is not to say;

however, that the findings of this study and the above

conclusions find themselves directly opposed to the views

of Ausubel--this is essentially due to the qualifications

Ausubel makes in his general attack on "discovery" learning.

For example, Ausubel sees the desirabilty of "discovery"

learning in the elementary grades when children are operat-

ing in the concrete operations stage, and also with adults

who have reached the formal operations stage, but who are

relatively unsophisticated in a discipline, and therefore

might require "discovery" learning. (Ausubel, 1963, F. 151)

It might very well be, considering the fact that children

1( 3
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in the experimental sample were in the formal operations

stage, but not necessarily in the formal stage in the di

cipline of anthropology, that 1usube1 might consider this to

be an exception to the general rule of opposition to "dis-

covery" learning. It seems reasonabla to assume that to

tha extent Ausubel recognizes the desirability of "discovery"

learning, as in the instances described above, he weakens

his own posture, which he has so systematically established,

against those kinds of experiences.

In establishing his rationale for "discovery" learn-

ing Bruner (1966) stated the following: "Emphasis on

discovery in learning has precisely the effect on the

learner of leading him to be a constructionist, to organize

what he is encountering in a manner designed to discover-

regularity and relatedness. Emphasis on discovery, indeed,

helps the child to learn the varieties of problem solving,

of transforming information for better use, helps him to

learn how to go about the very task of learning." (p. 87)

He continued, "The degree that one is able to approach

learning as a task of discovering something rather than

learning about it, to that degree there will be a tendency

for the child to work with the autonomy of self-reward or,

more properly be rewarded by discovery itself." (p. 98)

The results of the IN710 favoring the experimental

group seem consistent with Bruner's statements.
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Conclusions Upheld

The investigator concludes that the preceding

hypotheses have been upheld in the Inland Valley Elementary

School Archaeology Project. In the discovery tasks (see

Discovery Operational, p. 68), the child participating in

the "dig" was in a more active learning situation when

compared with those pupils who did not participate in the

"dig." In other words, the child at the "dig" was more of

a constructionist--more of an organizer of information--

more active in the task of learning, and apparently more

highly motivated.

The discovery learring activity itself produced

significant differences in favor of children in the experi-

mental group on tha propared test which was specifically

devised to test anthropological understandings. (See

Instrumentation, p. 51.) The results of this experiment

give support to the overall position that Bruner holds

regarding the "discovery" learning process.

It was stated that the intention of the experiment

was to place students in the position of being able to "dis-

cover" by means .7f the archaeological "dig" in the discipline

of anthropology. The investigator concludes that the stated

purpose of this experiment has been carried out within the

frame of reference described above, and with results favor-

ing the experimental group. (See Chapter IV.)
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Implications of Findings

In light of the findinrjs the investigator concludes

that "discovery" type learning acl-*vities have been success-

ful in the discipline of anthropology and would suggest that

other disciplines could provide equal opportunity for these

kinds of learning experiences. An important consideration

in this respect is that the "discovery" lessons themselves

should be taught within the framework of a discipline, as

distinguished from "discovery" learning activities organized

around a scattered collection of largely unrelated facts.

This point is considered important even though pupils in

both IVP treatment groups learned a structure within the

discipline of anthropology. This suggestion reg -ding

"discovery" is an attempt to deny "discovery" learning as

an end in itself. "Discovery" learning is seen as a vehicle

for bringing students to an understanding of the structure

of a discipline.

"Discovery" learning activities are time-consuming.

The "discovery" activities of the experiment took approxi-

mately four times as long as the more verbal kind of

instruction of the control group. It is therefore recom-

mended that "discovery" learning-units be selected carefully

and with the overall needs of the pupils in mind, lest we

become overly enthusiastic and deny ourselves the advantages

of verbal learning, e.g., efficiency, as described by

Ausubel. The sum total of those known, factors which make
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up a child's readiness for specific learning activities

should serve as guidelines, especially cognitive developmen-

tal levels. It would seem wasteful, for example, to prepare

a curriculum entirely of "discovery" activities for pupils

functioning in the Piagetian formal operations stage, even

though the need for "discovery" activities seems firmly

established for earlier levels. The cumulative effect

would seem to restrict learning to a minuscule portion of

that which is possible through verbal pedagogical strate-

gias. It would appear that the child functioning in the

formal cperations stage should have a curriculum geared to

take meaningful advantage of his ability to correlate

abstractions. This assertion is made even though the

Inland Valley Elementary School Archaeology Project has

shown the superiority of "discovery" learning in this

experiment. The IVP has shown that "discovery" learning

has a place in the curriculum--but that place must be

evaluated realistically in terms of the child himself.

On the basis of the experience with the IVP, there

are indications that such variables as pupil motivation, the

experience of real success, and meaningful learning experi-

ences in a discipline will provide a springboard to success

in academic activities in general; that once the barrier

between superficial and meaningful learning experience is

broken, wide access to successful experience in all acadcmic

areas will become possible. Only some modest indications
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have been provided in this direction in the present study.

To recapitulate the significance of the results of

thiS experiment we refer to the psychological rationale

which was developed in Chapter /I. Presentational learning

as distinguished from "discovery" learning provides a focus

for the IVP. The difference tested, however, does not test

presentational learning vs. "discovery" learning in the

strictest sense. The experiment showed differences between

those children who actually participated in an excavation

of an archaeological site and those children who did not

In other words, the experimental group participated in

"discovery" activities in the field with a teacher who was

necessarily unaware of the ultimate outcomes, whereas the

control group acquired the same understandings in a more

verbal manner, taught by a teacher who was aware of the

ultimate results to be obtained by the instruction.

It will be recalled that the same teacher taught

the experimental and control groups. The teacher taught

the control group in a verbal manner, but She did not

alter her pedagogical strategies to eliminate all aspects

of "discovery" learning as it might occur in the instruc-

tion given to the control group in the classroom. Thus

the "presentational" vs. "discovery" issue becomes one

of degree in the IVP.
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Limitations of the Study

The Sample

The sample of experimental and contro_ group pupil5

was drawn from a relatively high socioeconomic pupil popu-

lation. This factor necessarily limits the generalization

of this study to similar populations--although a relatively

large number of pupils may fall into a similar category.

This limitation, however, in no way detracts from the possi-

bility that "discovery" activities are highly worthwhile in

other student populations. This is a distinct possibility,

and one which needs further investigation.

The Teacher of Experimental
and Control Groups

Although the teacher of the experimental group gave

instruction to both treatment groups, her own class (home-

room) was the experimental group. Every effort was made to

prevent any learning advantage for experimental pupils, but

the outcome would have been more assured had the teacher been

assigned the control group for a homeroom class.

Pupils

Pupils from both treatment groups were told that they

were to participat in an archaeological "dig." This was

done to control for the "Hawthorne" effect; however, no

atteldpt was made to control out-of-class activities, such as

recess periods, to prevent the possibility of contamination.
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Testing

A on,--te :riterion was used for this experiment.

No testing was ccirried out to determine retention, nor was

any device prepared to evaluate transfer of learning.

Suggestions for Further Study

In view of the apparent learning advantages of the

experimental group in the INTID wherein the experimental group

participated in an actual archaeological "eig" and was com-

pared to a control group which received instruction of a more

verbal type in the (71assroom, it seems 71pprnpriate to .11c,igest

future studies based upon the results of this experiment.

A follow-up study is indicated which would compare

experimental and control groups in an experimental situation

in which the control group and the experimental group would

receive instruction in anthropology (as in IVP) together up

to the point of the "dig." At this juncture the experimental

group would participate in the excavation of a simulated

"dig" at a locale con-%ienient to the elementary school. The

archaeological materials could be "planted" by an archaeolo-

gist. The control L,;..oup could then be taught the same

lessons in a verbally oriented manner; and the results (test

scores) between the two treatment groups compared. This same

experiment could also be performed with "discovery" lessons

using materials already excavated. The following sketch

delineates some of the possible studies which could be carried
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No claim has been made in this study that anthro-

pc_ gy is the one discipline which could or should become

t_ focal point of elementary school instruction or a

na-Ilaral bridge or synthesizer between the physical and

natural sciences, although the relatedness of anthropology

to other disciplines does seem to afford a special advan-

tage. It is suggested, however, that on the basis of the

results of the IVP, similar studies could be effectively

implemented in other disciplines. The key propositions

involve making a curriculum which is built upon the struc-

ture of a discipline in the light of the nature of the

developmental characteristics of children. Such an under-

taking in any discipline is recc,mmended as being worthwhile.

Conclusions

It has been the intention of this study to provide

a situation in which elementary school Children could func-

tion in the discipline of anthropology. In the experiment

children operated in the manner of archaeologists in the

field and to all intents and purposes showed significant

benefit from the opportunity to do so.

The experiment comes at a time in the history of

American curriculum development that appears conducive to

change. Inreasing insights into the development of the

human mind have opened avenues of curriculum construction

which seem to be more solidly based psychologically than

ever before. Recent emphasis on the disciplines and

in



increasing participation by scholars in curriculum work

have set the stage for change. It is the investigator's
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belief that this study is in tune with current trends in

curriculum and it is his hope that the study will provide

some impetus to the establishment of a sound educational

experience for elementary scnool children which takes into

account the developmental factors of children.

The importance of the study rests in the fact that

participation by sixth grade children in anthropology--in

the manner of archaeologists--did make a significant

difference in their performance in comparison with a control

group. It is believed that this difference is important

within the previously defined limits. It is also believed

that these results call fur more experimentation of this

kind in anthropology and in other disciplines. It is not

maintained or even suggested that "discovery" learning

Should replace verbal learning, nor that verbal learning is

not meaningful to elementary school children; and, most

emphatically, it is not claimed that most or even a major

portion of sixth grade curriculum should be composed of

"discovery" activities. The results of the experiment have

helped establish "discovery" learning as a meaningful part

of elementary curriculum that deserves serious consideration

and experimentation. it has been said that "discovery"

learning has a place in elementary curriculum and it has

been suggested that these kinds of activities may produce
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benefits in elementary-pupils beyond the scope of the

controls and measurements of this experiment. For example,

it has been suggested to the reader that successful expe;:i-

ences in anthropology can possibly transfer to other

(possibly many other) academic areas. No proof has been

offered, nor has an attempt been made to establish a

cause/effect relationship; however, the intigator
believes that this is a distinct possibility.

To recapitulate, the cen'Tral purpose of the study

was to provide an opportunity for sixth grade children to

participate in a "discovery" learning experience in the

field of anthropology, and to compare this group (by test-

ing) with a control group which obtained the same information

in a more verbal manner in the classroom. These activities

were carried out, and results of the testing showed signifi-

cant gains by the experimental group over the control group.
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ATTACHMENT ,:f1

ANTHROPOLOGY TEST

SECTION

The map you have been given represents the site

(abandoned living area) of a primitive group of people. We

can make certain guesses about their cultre (the way they

lived), by studying this map. In addition to the site map

you will need to have the following information.

1. This is a surface site. Everything is found on the
surface of the ground. No digging has been carried
out.

2. The site is located on the Kalahari Desert--there are
six to ten inches of rain each year, not enough to sup-
port agriculture, but adequate for maintaining human
life by other means.

3. Mongongo nut trees gro,v in the Kalari Desert.

The Kalahari has temporary sources of water that
seasonally dry up.

5. The Kalahari has permanent water sources (springs).

Section I, Part I

An important part ot learning about other cultures
involves making good guesses about the tools, implements,
and other things that the people used. (These things are
called artifacts.) The following questions will give you
the .opportunity to make guesses about artifacts. Some itemswill'seem easy to guess and others more diffic.G1t. Study
your site map carefully before writing your ancwers. As youlook at the artifacts and study the map, think carefully -11 putwhat the items were possibly used for, the particular way inwhich they m ght have been used; and by whom. When artifactswere used is also sometimes important--in other words, sometools were used only during certain times of the year.
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THINK ABOUT THE REAL IdEANING OF THE ARTIFACTS TO THE PEOPLE
WHO USED THEM.

1. Number 6 print.Dd at the top of your site map states:
Curved stick, pointed end. Tell what you think this
is and why. (Give some reasons for your idea.)

2. Tell what you think number 9 is and why. ('.ve some
reasons for your idea.)

3. Tell what you-think number 16 is and why. (Give _some
reasoi'3 for your idea.)

4. Tell what you think number 20 is and why. (Give some
reasons for your idea.)

5. Tell what you think number 2 is and why. (Give some
reasons for your idea.)

Section Part II

Using this site map to help you, answer as many of
the following questions as you can.

1. What must all people have in order to survive?

2. How old do you think the site is?

3. Would you call this a hunting, gathering, or an agricul-
tural society? Why do you think so?

4. What do you think the people ate? Why do you think so?

5. How do you think they obtained their food?

121



6. What do you think the people manufactured?
(goods, tools, etc.)

/. How many people do you think lived in the site? How
do you know?

8, Do you think these people had fire? What reasons do
you have for your idea?

9. If these people had fire, how do you t k they
obtained it? What reasons do you have for your
idea?

10, How do vou think food was prepared? What reasons do
you have for thinking so?

11. Do you think there is any evidence of religious or
recreational ceremonies? What evidence do you see?

12. In what kind of dwellings do you think the people
lived?

13. Do you think the people had domestic animals? What
are your reasons for thinking this?

1/1. Do you think there was a chief or tribal leader of
the group? What are your reasons for your ideas?
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Section II, Part I

Answer the following statements or questions.

1 Hoy do you think California Indians 9ot their food'z'
What reasons do you have for thinking this?

2. California Indians were divided into grour)s called
Horizons.

Early Horizon Indians lived from 4000 to 2000 B.C.
Middle Horizon Indians lived from 1500 B.C. to 700 A.D.
Late Horizon Indians lived from 700 A.D. to 1600 A.D.
What do you think are some of the reasons Indian
history ceulcil have been divided into these three
periods?

3. The following sketch shows a profile (side view) of
an old Indian site. (Indian living area)

) 90% projectile points, 10% mortars, pestles
) transitional 50%-50%
) 90% mortars, pestles, 10% projectile points

Three separate groups of people lived here as shown by
layers I, II, &nd III. What can you say about the habits
of each of these groups of people?

4. The items Indians buried with their dead give us clues
about the ways in which they lived. For example, a
r.L.,cently excavated skeleton was found to have been buried
with a mortar and pestle and an obsidian (volcanic type
rock) knife What conclusions can you make about this
burial?

5. Make up an example of items which could be found in an
Indian burial which could give clues about how the
people lived. List both the items and the ways the
people could have used tliem.
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Ishi (a native California Indian who was brought
directly frnm the mountains into San Francisco) was
able to adjust in raany important ways to the white
man's world. Y:lhy do you think he was able to do this?

You find a bison bone in association with (together
with) prehistoric Indians in Illinois. What conclusion
can you make about this?

8. You find numerous seashells in an inland Yokuts Indian
site. How do you think the shells happened to be there?

Ishi refused to eat certain foods, avoided mentioning
the dead, an0. Fasted before hunting. What conclusion
can you make about these activities of Ishi?

10. Eskimos live in an extremely cold climate--they live
in igloos; drecs in heavy, warm skins; they eat seals,
fish, etc. Would you say that the Eskimos are
totally controlled by their environment? (The kind
of place they live in and the climate,) Why, or why
not?

11. Anthropologists have shown us that there are some kinds
of physical difference between races, e.g., skin color,
eye shape, etc. Are some races better than others?
Why, or why not?

12. Do you think the Indians had a good adjustment to their
environment? That is, were they able to live well with
their surroundings and satisfy their needs? ;.;-hy, or
why not? Give reasons for your ideas.
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Section II, Part 11

Essay.

1. An archaeologist announces the excavation of an early
Horizon site. What evidence must he have gathered to
prove that this is an early Horizon site?

Farmers refer to the South 40 or the North 40 when
talking about parts of their farms. Give as complete
an explanation of this as you can.

You have been selected to det-.rmine whether or not the
excavation of a suspected army fort site is worthwhile.
Ho-T would you proceed? (The place where the fort mi9ht
have been has no buildings or other surface signs of
habitation.)

4. Finding that you wish to excavate the entire site
(question 3), describe in detail the method of excava-
tion you will use

5. In question 1 above, one of your findings is a skeleton
of unknown origin. How would you carry out the excava-
tion of the skeTeton? Give step-by-step procedures for
removing it from the ground.
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ATTACHVIENT 43

TEST STANDARDS

Read Test Directions - Kalahari Site Report

1. Number 6 printed at the top of your site map statest
Curved stick, pointed end. Tell what you think this
is and why. (Give some reasons for your idea.)

ANSWER:
WHY;

A bow.
Shape. Other acceptable ans ers for why:
7 looks like a quiver.

416, 17, could be projectile points
associated with bow.

9. Tell what you think number 9 is and why. (Give some
reasons for your idea.)

ANSWER: A can, or other answer containing information
that shows knowledge that it is a can, e.g.,
A metal container used by primitive pe ple for
water, food, etc,

WHY: Shape:or metal container.

Tell what you think number 16 is and why. (Give s-
reasons for your idea.

ANSWER: A spear.
WHY: Shape or other characteristics of s spear,

e.g., shaped metal point.

Tell what you-think number 20 is and why. (Give some
reasons for your idea.)

ANSWER: A stone used for cracking nuts or other purposes
that show functional use, e.g.,- a pestle or
hammerstone.

WHY: Pecking marks, chipped places, or other answer
Showing this meaning. Also location near shells
and fire.
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Tell what you thini number 2 is and why. (Give some
reasons for your idea.)

ANSWER: A fire-making tool.
WHY: In association with 4]. Or, polished end.

Or, in association with fire.

1. What must all people have in order to sur ive?

ANSWER: Food, water, air.
This question allows score of 4 points for any
general answer.

How old do you think the s te is?

ANSWER: Young, recently occupied, within 50 years .

Late Horizon. Because the articles are on
the surface and because of the presence of
metal.

Would you call this a hunting, gathering, or an agricu1 -tural society? Why do you think so?

ANSWER. Hunting and gathering.
WHY: Presence of nut shells, tortoise shell,

animal bones, leather. No evidence of a
ture.

gshells,
icul-

What do you think the people ate? Why do you think so?

ANSWER: Nut tortoise, animal Meat, eggs.
WHY: Presence of shells, leather, bones.

5, How do you think they obtained their food?

ANSWER: Hunt and gather.
WHY: Spears, projectile points, weapons, bones, nut

shells, eggshells, tortoise shells.

6. What do you think the people manufactured? (goods,
tools, etc.)

ANSWER: Clothes, shoes, weapons, bas ets, quivers-
(One point each for total of 4 points.)
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7. How many people do you think lived in the site?
How do you know

ANSWER: 15 to 25.
WHY: Number of huts.

Do you thinjc these people had fire? What reasons do
you have for your idea?

ANSWER:
WHY:

Yes.
Ashes, hearths, charred bone

If these people had fire, how do you t ink they
obtained it? What reasons do you have for your idea?

ANSWER: Friction of wood on wood.
WHY: Fire-making tools 42 and 4

10 How do you think food was prepared? What reasons do
you have for thinking so?

ANSWER: Nuts cracked, meat butchered, cooked over fire.
WHY: Hearths, peck-d rock, charred bones.

11. Do you think there is any evidence of religious or
recreational ceremonies? What evidence do you see?

ANSWER: Yes.
WHY: Tamped area around hearth (lower left).

Sucking tube.

12. In what kind of dwelling do you think tle people lived?

ANSWER: Huts (acceptable for 4 points).
WHY: Post molds were support for a round type of

hut.

13. Do you think the people had dome--ic animals? What are
your reasons for thinki g this?

ANSWER:
WHY:

No.
No evidence.

14. Do you think there was a chief or tribal leader of the
group? What are your reasons for your ideas?

ANSWER: No.
WHY: No evidence.

EACH ANSWER RECEIVES TWO POINTS AND EACH REASON RECEIVES TWO
POINTS, A TOTAL OF POUR POINTS PER QUESTION.'
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1. How do you think California I Cians got their food?
What reasons do you have for thinki_ng this?

ANSWER:
WHY:

Hunted and gathered.
Artifacts show this. Reading.

2 California Indians were divided into g oups called
Horizons.

Early Horizon Indians lived from MOO to 2000 B.C.
Middle Horizon Indians lived from 1500 B.C. to 700 A.D.
Late Horizon Indians lived from 700 A.D. to 1600 P.D.

What do you think -re some of the reasons Indian historycould have been divided into these three periods?

ANSWER: Changes within the cultures of the Indian tribes
(artifacts, habits, etc.) define definite
periods of time.

The following sketch shows a profile (side view ) of anold Indian site. (Indian living area.)

( I 90% projectile points, 10% mortars, pe-tles
transitional 503/4-50%

) 90% mortars, pestles, 10% projectile points

Three separate groups of people lived here as shown by
layers I, II, III. What can you say about the habits of
each of these groups of people?

ANSWER: I. Hunters
II. Hunters and gatherers

III. Gatherers. Group III were the olde (most
primitive).

The items Indians buried with their dead give us clues
about the ways in which they lived. For example, a
recently excavated skeleton was found to have been buried
with a mortar and pestle and an obsidian (volcanic typerock) knife. What conclusions can you make about this
burial?

ANSWER: Customs of the Indians to bury one's belongings
with him for later life. A woman, a good cook.
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Make up an nole of items which could be found in an
Indian hurial which could give clues about how the
people lived. List both the items and the ways the
people could have used them.

ANSV!ER: Mortar and pestle - gatherers.
Projectile points hunters.
Red ocher, quart crystals, charmstones, etc.

religion.
Clay pipe man.
Sucking tube Shanan.
Basketry women.

IEnhi (a native California I dian who was brought
directly from the mountains into San Francisco) was
able to adjust in many important ways to the white
man's world. Why do you think he was able to do this?

ANSWER: Ishi was an extremely intelligent man from a
well developed tribe. He knew there was no
turning back to his old ways, when his tribe
was gone. He received much help from the
white men.

7. You find a bison bone in association with (together with)
prehistoric Indians in Illinois. What conclusions can
you make about this?

ANSWER: Bison lived at the time of these Indians. It
was a religious custom. Bison used for food
and possibly clothing.

8. You find numerous seashells in an inland Yokuts Indian
site. How do you think the shells happened to be there?

ANSWER: Trade or bartering. Periodic visitations to
the coast to hunt and fish.

9 Ishi refused to eat certain foods, avoided mentioning
the dead, and fasted before hunting. What conclusion

can you make about these activities of Ishi?

ANSWER: These were customs of his tribe. Speaking of
the dead was bad luck. He fasted to cut down
on body odor before he hunted.

10. Eskimos live in an extremely cold climatethey live in
igloos; dress in heavy, warm skins; they eat seals, fish,
etc. Would you say that the Eskimos are totally con-
trolled by their environment? (The kind of place they
live in and the climate.) Why, or why not?

ANSWER: No.



WHY: Tne Eskimos could leav the area.
Man bas many choices above and beyond the
Oictates of his environment.

129

11. Anthropoogists have shown us that there are some kinds
of physical difference between races, e.g., skin color,
eye shape, etc. Are some races better than others?
Why, or why not?

ANSWER:
WHY:

No.
Although the races appear to be different and
some people are more intelligent than others,
people are basically the same.

12. Do you think the Indians had a good adjustment to their
environment? That is, were they able to live well with
their surroundings and satisfy their needs? Why, or
why not? Give reasons for your ideas.

ANSWER: Yes.
WHY: Although Indian culture was radically diff rent

from our own in many respects it showed a
compatible relationship between the different
tribes and their particular surroundings.
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